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Dear Readers,

The study of urban space is a multi-dimensional project—in any department whose purpose it is to
facilitate that study, the paths taken and the results arrived at will necessarily be as wide-ranging
and varied as the subject itself.
In this spirit, it is my pleasure to present to you the Spring 2014 issue of the Hunter College Urban
Review. We have a varied and eclectic collection of content this semester—ranging in perspective
from the personal to the analytic, in location across the globe, in topic from the technical to the
philosophical, in time from the recent past to the distant future.
But though they do it in very different ways, all the authors in this semester’s issue ask us to grapple
with questions inspired by the spaces we live in. Leah Feder reminds us of the influence of past
eras, directing our attention to how early debates among housing advocates informed public housing
policy throughout the twentieth century, taking particular notice of the case of New York City. Ian
Gray unfolds an account of the informal spaces of the Brazilian countryside, showing how informality
becomes both a legal status and a way of life. Jill Ryan, with an overview of sanitation policy in
India, also looks to the question of the marginal and informal, but with a greater focus on concrete
solutions. Jacob Bogitsh steps further back, analyzing from a macro level the interplay of economic
policy and poverty levels in two adjacent but contrasting South American countries. David Leyzerovsky
continues the examination of neoliberal policy, returning us to New York City to recount the story of
the ARC tunnel and the political calculus that resulted in its demise.
The rest of the issue is devoted to more personal perspectives. In an op-ed, Sylvia Morse exhorts
the planners and policy-makers implementing safer traffic laws to avoid allowing new enforcement
measures to fall prey to the same patterns of racial injustice that characterize ‘broken windows’
policing. The alumni interview gives us an introduction to Nava Sheer, an urban planner who began her
career here at Hunter but now works in one of the most contentious regions of the world. Professor
Jill Gross shares insights from her work, published and in progress, comparing immigrant voting
policies in different European cities. And this semester’s student profile brings us newly-minted
planner’s ruminations on his chosen profession, and his hopes moving into the future.
The variety of style and topic in this issue reflect, I hope, the variety of interest and perspective of
those interested in exploring and understanding cities. May you find, dear reader, something in these
pages that illuminates the city from a new and exciting angle.
Sam Chodoff
Editor-in-Chief
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Faculty interview: Jill gross

You’re a recent recipient of the Fulbright Schulman European Union
award, which gave you the opportunity to compare government
approaches in making political participation accessible to migrant
populations, specifically in London and Dublin. Your chapter in
the recently published Governing Cities covers similar themes in
London, Toronto, and Copenhagen. Can you tell us more about your
interest and involvement in the political roles of immigrant and
migrant communities?
My interest revolves around the fact that with globalization,
populations are becoming much more mobile, and you have lots
of people who are living in cities, but aren’t necessarily citizens
of those cities. They are paying taxes, they are using the city,
and they’re invested in the city, but they have no official way
of engaging; they can participate, but they can’t vote. But I
discovered that there are some cities outside of the U.S. that
have non-citizen voting rights. I had been doing research for
the book, which focused on cities that were diverse global cities.
I wanted to look at the Scandinavian countries, because they
had non-citizen voting rights, meaning that you couldn’t vote
in national elections, but anyone who has established residency
in Copenhagen has the right to vote in local elections. The same
is true in Ireland, the same is true in Amsterdam, Toronto has
been trying to pass a similar law, and in London it doesn’t exist.
I was interested in the contrast. What happens if you create
the channels: do people walk down them, does it matter? Do
people vote more when they’re given the opportunity to vote?
Do people run for office when they’re given the opportunity?
I’ve basically been interested in globalization, diversity, and how
cities adapt to the fact that their populations are much more
diverse and much less permanent.
What advantages do cities stand to gain by enabling their immigrants
to be able to engage more fully? Are there noticeable results?

Jill Simone Gross is an Associate Professor in the Hunter Urban Affairs and
Planning Department. She teaches courses at both the graduate and undergraduate
level and is an active member of the Hunter College Senate. Professor Gross was
recently awarded a Fulbright Schulman European Union award to examine the
implications of European Union law on migrant inclusion in cities.
Your career in understanding government and political science
began early. What sparked your interest in the subject matter?
I was always interested in social issues. I was in elementary school
during the Vietnam War, but I was too young to be conscious of
it and aware of it. In high school we were very politically active,
we took over the school on two occasions, we marched; maybe
it was a function in part of being a kid from Brooklyn, but I
was very engaged with efforts to influence power and instigate
change from an early age.
How would you say your interest in the science of politics has evolved?
When did you begin focusing particularly on participation?

In the U.K. at the time you were able to hold multiple offices,
and he was a member of Parliament and also of the Greater
London Council. In 1986, the Thatcher administration, after
lots of unsuccessful battles with the local government, decided
that the only way that she could prevail in London was by
eliminating the local government completely. The Council was
really engaged with marginalized populations—it was a conduit
to deal with immigrant communities, with LGBT communities,
with women. So when Thatcher abolished that, it led me to ask
the question about what role does government play and what
happens for communities in the absence of an effective leader,
and from there, all my work has subsequently always involved
some question of participation.
4

The comparison of Copenhagen and London showed me that
you have to do more than just say you can vote, you can run
for office. That’s not enough. You have to make it meaningful.
Copenhagen invested a lot in providing capacity skills, and
when they did, that really translated. People then knew how to
use the channels, and used them. In the case of Copenhagen I
suspect that people are much more likely to feel that they have a
system that cares about them, and they’re providing them tools
to navigate that system.
Ireland has had non-citizen voting rights since the 70s, and along
with that, rules that say that an immigrant can run for local
council seats, and they’ve rarely had an immigrant win a seat on
the local council in Dublin (the capital city). That says a lot to
me. There are a lot of people both in government and outside
who had no idea that that was even a rule in place. Having a
system with no support network around it, with no information
or training to enable people to navigate through it, without
buy-in from the state or civil society, makes the entire process

How would you like to see governments apply the research you’ve
done? Have you been approached by any localities interested in the
implications?
Actually, a whole team of municipal workers who had read the
chapter in the book came over from the Netherlands to talk with
me. So I know people are listening. I’m pretty hopeful it will
have some impact. It’s more likely to be picked up by immigrant
groups themselves, who advocate about what’s needed to engage
communities politically. And part of the findings are relevant
not simply for immigrants, but for most disenfranchised, poor
communities, for citizens who don’t vote, who don’t participate.
A lot of that has to do with this lack of understanding about how
the system works, and where they have openings to promote
change. I feel that that piece of education is missing these days.
After conducting this research in Europe, do you return to New York
with a different perspective? How do New York and the wider U.S.
compare in the way governments engage immigrant populations?
There is a lot of variance. I haven’t done any of this research
in the U.S. and part of that has to do with the fact that I find
it quite challenging. Even in a place like New York, it’s very
difficult just to get data from local elections in order to even
begin the dialogue on how to fix low voter turnout. You have to
know which communities aren’t participating and why in order
to conduct meaningful research. The U.K. was an environment
where I felt like what I was doing was making a difference. I
admit to feeling more disconnected in the U.S. and less trustful
of the politicians in this system than I did in the other places
that I’ve lived.
What kinds of knowledge or values do you hope to impart in
teaching the courses that you do, and what are some things that you
have learned from your students?
That’s why I love being in this department, because students in
this department come with experience. In terms of teaching, I
learned [Paolo] Freire not by reading Freire but by doing it; when
I first started teaching, I felt like I needed to control everything
in the class, and I’ve learned that it’s much more interesting to
loosen the reins a little bit because you learn most effectively
by experiencing things. The applied piece is very important—I
enjoy teaching courses like Workshop because I feel that that’s
how people really learn. In terms the kinds of things I want to
impart to students: to me the greatest thing is when a student
really finds their own voice, not repeating what I have to say but
really connects with or disconnects from whatever the materials
are. In the past I’ve found readings that are designed intentionally
to annoy, to irritate, because we learn much more when are given
readings that challenge our values. If you can challenge, think
critically about what you’ve absorbed, then I’ve done my job.
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When I was a senior in college, I did a study abroad program—I
lived in London and got an internship in the communication
office of the British Labor Party. I met a newly minted member
of parliament, Tony Banks, who was setting up his office in
Newham in East London and needed some help. I had never
experienced a politician before who was like him—he chained

himself to the door of the Norwegian Embassy the first week
that I worked with him to protest fishing rights—and I ended
up staying with him for five years. Margaret Thatcher was in
power, and he was the old Labor party: a radical, activist, leftwing Labor MP, and he brought me into his community, which
was one of the poorest immigrant communities in East London.

The results aren’t as noticeable as I wish they would have been.
I found there were intervening variables and the Fulbright was
a great opportunity because I could go and immerse myself in
two cities for a reasonable amount of time. Underlying a lot of
my interest these days is this idea that Henri LeFebvre has about
the “right to the city.” As an individual living in a city, I believe
that I have rights to that city. Some cities are more than 50%
immigrants, and it’s worrisome to me when the majority of the
population in the community have no power; they have a voice,
but are not as acknowledged in the decision making process.
Ideologically, this is a growing problem, and it’s going to get
even worse when more and more people are able to jump around
to different places. If cities don’t figure out more effective ways of
communicating to those that are living here now, we’re going to
have a real disconnect in the systems.

hollow. You have to be pro-immigrant, recognize the value of
immigrant voices politically, socially, and economically, in order
for these systems to be effective.

Annabelle Meunier is a student in the Master of Urban
Planning program at Hunter College. Her interests are
in community planning, environmental sustainability, and
cultural affairs. She expects to graduate in Fall 2014.
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Interview: Nava Sheer

Today I sat for many hours at the National Planning Commission
planning for a road to be widened in Northern Israel. The plan
proposes interchanges instead of traffic lights to make it safer
and to alleviate congestion. On paper that sounds great, but the
reason we got involved is because this road is an important route
that connects the central country to the north. It runs through an
area that is populated by mostly Arabs. There are constant issues
between Israeli Jews and Arabs. Our objection was that this is a
road that services a local population of 100,000 people and the
planners had not addressed the needs of the local population.
They were looking at the needs of the people who will use the
road as through traffic, instead of the people who live in the
area that the road runs through. They were just interested in
getting the road built as soon as possible. The reason why we get
involved with these issues is because the locals don’t always have
the means to advocate for themselves.
What is your role at Bimkom?
I deal primarily with transportation issues. Any plan that we
are working on, even if it’s not a transportation plan, there are
usually some aspects that have to do with transportation.
That’s my side job. My main job is I manage the GIS. I am
generally making maps for all of our reports and all of our
objections to the state. I work with all the planners and architects
to better understand the projects they work on and give them
basic data. We are always working on several different ongoing
projects. One is ‘Palestinian neighborhoods in East Jerusalem’.
Next is affordable housing. And we have a large program serving
Palestinian villages in Area C in the West Bank, which is under
Israeli military and civilian authority.
Why is there a need for a plan for the Negev Bedouin communities?

Nava Sheer graduated from Hunter College with a Masters in Urban Planning in 1995. Her
concentrations were transportation and environment. After graduating from Hunter, she worked at
the Bronx Overall Economic Development office as a Project Manager representing the Borough
President. After two years, she moved to Israel where she worked as a transportation planners. For
the last seven years, Nava has worked at at Bimkom, a non-profit that advocates for equal planning
rights throughout Israel.
You’ve lived and worked in both the US and Israel. Is there a
difference between how questions of urban planning, and the
profession itself, are viewed in the two countries? What was it like
moving from one place to the other?

I experienced a huge transition when moving my career from
New York to Israel. In terms of legality/processes, New York
and Israel are worlds apart. There is a national planning board
that deals with larger scaled projects. Next, the district planning
board plans for larger metropolitan areas or a few metro areas
together. The District Planning board has to be aligned with

Can you give us some general background on the work that you and
Bimkom are currently engaged in?
The nature of the work at a non-profit like Bimkom is
advocacy work. Most of the projects we work on are contrary
to governmental policy. We spend a lot of the time objecting to
plans that the government is proposing. Because of this, we are
working in a negative atmosphere. That’s the most frustrating
part—we’re always saying, “No, no, no…” or “We should do
this instead.” We are always responding to a plan that is unjust.
Someone needs to protect the citizen. As an individual planner,
it’s frustrating because we are in a reactive state instead of
proactive.
6

The government realized they had made a huge mistake. So they
tried, unsuccessfully, to change the line of thinking. There were
46 villages in 1980s that refused to move into these townships.
They wanted to stay on their land. The Israeli government never
officially approved their status as villages. Even though they
had lived there for decades, there is no official status. They are
not municipalities. Therefore there is no planning and a lack
of infrastructure—no water, no electricity. People are living on
generators, solar panels, but there is no official infrastructure
provided by the government. In the 1990s, there was a push to
approve another 11 out of 46 communities. Those communities,
despite the fact that they are recognized, still do not have
infrastructure. That experiment is also a failure. Bimkom is
trying to work with the government to offer alternate plans.

Do you think transportation planning has helped shape interaction
between Arab communities and Jewish communities? How?
It depends on where. Many times the impact has been very
negative: transportation planning has often separated interaction.
But in some situations, it has helped promote integration. For
example, the Jerusalem Light Rail opened two years ago. It runs
from Arab neighborhoods and continues to the central city. The
Arab communities near the rail line had never been directly
connected to the downtown Jerusalem central city—Palestinian
East Jerusalem neighborhoods have their own public transit and
Israelis have theirs, and they never met—but now we have this
new light rail that on any given day exercises interaction between
the two groups. Interactions are not always positive, but they’re
happening, which I see as an overall positive.
In the US, cities often bear the scars of planning decisions that
favored one group of people over another—have such discriminatory
planning decisions been a factor in Israel?
Listen, it works the same way as it does anywhere. The rich
are favored over poor. Professionals are favored over bluecollar workers. Jews are often favored over Arabs. This happens
less on a large scale, because Arabs tend to live in their own
cities separately. Even within Jewish Communities, there is
discrimination between Jews who came from Africa vs. Jews
who came from Europe. It’s not seen as much because there
is integration between these different nationalities. There
is discrimination within Jewish populations but its not as
overreaching as the one between Jews and Arabs.
You’ve worked in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. How has
your experience in each sector changed your understanding of your
role as an urban planner?
My experience in NY working for the Bronx Borough President’s
Office was dynamic and exciting. I felt like I was working for the
public, but the work that I did for the agency was responding to
the needs of individuals. Sometimes, I didn’t always like that I
was working for a government official. It was political. Some of
the things I was asked to do were for political motives. The needs
of the public were not always top priority.

The government views the land that the 35 unrecognized villages
are sitting on as public land, and they want to move them off
the land into recognized villages that still do not have proper
planning or infrastructure. We developed a plan that takes into
account culture, housing, land, and ownership.
Usually, most land is handed from father to son. Everyone
still lives together in a tribal familial style. We took this into
account when developing our plan. Our goal is to allow as many

Victoria Curtis is a student in the Master of Urban Affairs
program at Hunter College. Her focus is on public policy and
she expects to graduate in the summer of 2015.
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The first thing I noticed was the difference in citizen participation.
There is a huge gap in Israel, which is closing, but is still there.
Another difference I saw early on was the way planners are related
to in the workforce. There are schools with masters programs
for planners, but most planners in Israel are architects. I think
that architects come with a different set of tools and perspective.
They are more technical and much more physical while urban
planners have a broader perspective including social dynamics. I
think that is the beauty of our field—the broad range. The more
planners who graduate from planning programs and come into
the workforce, the more things change.

national planning. If it doesn’t align, then the national planning
plan needs to be changed. Then you get down to a local level. A
local plan has to be aligned with both the district and national
plan. One small change at the local level can sometimes cause
big change at the national level. This doesn’t happen in New
York to the same degree. You don’t have to go to Albany, or
D.C. for that matter, to change something in a New York City
Zoning map.

Ever since 1948, Bedouin communities in the Negev desert region
of southern Israel have been put into one geographic area called
“the sayig.” In the 1980s, Bedouin communities were moved
by the government into towns. It was a huge experiment that
did not work. It is comparable to Native American reservations
where people were either forcibly or non-forcibly moved with
mostly negative outcomes. There was a change in cultural status
and norms. Change did not happen naturally. That came with
a lot of social issues—high unemployment, aggregation, and
poverty.

villages as possible to stay in their current location. We help
them develop plans for their growth. Even though these villages
look different—they have their own networks, road systems,
and social services. Even though they are unrecognized, they
have many of the aspects that a city or village has. They can be
planned. There is potential.

the incompatibility of
neoliberalism with public
works: an analysis of the Arc project

david leyzerovsky

Introduction
Access to the Region’s Core (ARC) was a commuter rail project
that was designed to improve connectivity between New York and
New Jersey. The project’s completion would have modernized
New York-New Jersey transit infrastructure by building a new
tunnel under the Hudson River.1 The project began in 2009, but
was canceled in 2010 by New Jersey’s Governor Chris Christie
who used the possibility of ‘cost overruns’ and the state’s lack of
capital to abandon the ARC project. In April 2012, the United
States Government Accountability Office (GAO), a nonpartisan ‘watchdog’ group appointed by United States Congress,
reviewed the project and determined that Governor Christie
exaggerated the cost overruns and misstated New Jersey’s share
of the cost. Although Governor Christie maintains his position
the report stipulates that the cancellation of the project was
politically motivated.2
Governor Christie’s political motivation stems from his
unwillingness to break a campaign promise to not raise the state’s
gasoline tax, which could have been used as funding for the ARC
project. While breaking campaign promises may be attributed
as the primary reason for the project’s cancellation, Christie’s
ultimate decision to abandon ARC has broader implications.
By abandoning the project, Christie perpetuates the notion that
intervention is impractical, harmful, and symbolic of a bloated
and fiscally irresponsible ‘big government.’ The abandonment of
large public works projects like ARC is indicative of transition
from a Late Modernist (1929-1973) period marked by
egalitarian liberalism3 to the current Neoliberal period (1973present),4 where intervention takes place mostly to serve the
needs of business and the acquisition of capital. University of
Toronto Professor Jason Hackworth defines Neoliberalism as the
rejection of egalitarian liberalism, and the adoption of a policy
that diminishes the role of the government in the economy.
Under Neoliberal thinking, government is used sparingly.5

In this paper I will explore this dynamic further by analyzing
the failed ARC project as it relates to urban planning theory,
the nascence of Neoliberalism, and the decline of egalitarian
liberalism of the Late Modernist era. I will structure my paper
Amtrak’s new Acela Express trainset at its test site prior to its introduction. Pueblo, Colorado
Photograph by Carol M. Highsmith

The Transition from Late Modernism to the Neoliberal era
At the height of the Late Modernist Era, marked by President
Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty, government spending on
social welfare programs reached 20 percent of the GDP (19601970).7 However, government’s involvement in social welfare
began to precipitously decline due to an economic crisis that
gripped the United States. There were numerous reasons for this
economic downturn: the heavy cost of the Vietnam War, OPEC’s
1973 Oil Embargo, as well as the deindustrialization of the
labor force which transformed the nation into a service-oriented
economy. This transformation contributed to inflation and a
general slow-down of economic growth,8 and the subsequent
rejection of egalitarian liberalism.
The perceived failures of egalitarian liberalism cultivated an
extreme reaction that ushered in the Neoliberal era. Neoliberalism
calls for massive deregulation, privatization, and transference of
power from the federal to local level, and the constant pursuit
of capital.9 It is also an era that emphasizes competitiveness and
the advantages of what Anthropology Professor Julian Brash
refers to as a ‘space economy,’ which is characterized by the free
flow of service, capital and goods.10 As such, Neoliberalism is
characterized by the “heightened spatial mobility of capital”
which allows for large scale investment irrespective of place or
region.11
The Neoliberal Fragmentation of Planning
The spatial mobility of capital has the unintended consequence
of fragmenting urban planning in a way that makes the planner
ineffectual in promoting equity. Under the Neoliberal construct,
the planner advocates a form of ‘nonplanning,’ where his/her
goals are subject to limiting negative components of individual
projects, without placing the projects into any broader planning
framework. The Neoliberal construct obscures social problems
in the pursuit of capital. Neoliberalism transforms planners into

[See page 35 for endnotes.]
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In this context, the Neoliberal era perfectly captures what
planning theorist Richard Foglesong defines as the “propertyplanning contradiction,” wherein capitalists require government
to provide infrastructure in the form of transportation and
zoning, and to satisfy workers by ensuring access to housing
and education.6 However, capitalists do not want planning
and intervention that does not directly benefit their agenda.
Essentially, Late Modernist planning intervention was willing
to sacrifice the needs of industry to provide social benefits to
people, while Neoliberalism is not. Consequently, the ARC
project was a retread of Late Modernist infrastructure projects,
and its rejection is emblematic of its incompatibility with the
current political and economic climate.

by first addressing the historical shift from Late Modernism to
Neoliberal thinking. In this section I will describe the nature
of Late Modernism marked by public works projects and
government intervention that promoted class equity, and then
the era’s decline, and the subsequent rise of Neoliberal thinking.
I will then place the ARC project within the neoliberal construct
by describing the nature of the project, purpose, the benefits,
and its failure. I will then shift my focus to the role of the
planner and assess the implications of the ARC project failure.
Specifically, I will address the role of the planner within the
neoliberal construct where the planner is a bureaucratic agent
of capitalism. I will conclude that strict neoliberal policy can
sometimes inhibit economic growth by limiting the basis
for government intervention. This is evidenced from what
ARC would have delivered to the Metro New York region:
temporary and permanent jobs, and a more attractive New York
metropolitan area favorable to long term business investment.

‘deal makers’ who avoid social problems by cultivating greater
economic growth.12
The Restructuring of the Welfare State:
The fragmentation of the Neoliberal state is made more apparent
by what planning scholars Law and Wolch refer to as an attack
on the welfare state. Under the Neoliberal framework social
programs meant to embolden the underclass were eliminated
through cuts in discretionary spending. These cuts in spending
were subject to housing policies and income support for the
poor. For example, the median value of aid to families with
dependent children and general assistance declined by one third
in constant dollars from 1970-1985.13 These cuts coincided
with a termination of Federal programs and the burden of
responsibility given to the local level. This policy exacerbated
social problems by limiting wealth redistribution between the
poor and the wealthy and by further deteriorating the economic
conditions of African Americans.14 Lastly, the privatization of
social services transformed citizen into customers who had to
prove their membership (state residency) to receive service,
thereby further fragmenting social welfare base on distribution
and need.15 Overall, the fragmentation of the Neoliberalism and
the restructuring of the welfare state weakened the American
underclass.
The Development of the ARC Project and its Failure within
the Neoliberal Framework
A New York Times editorial in support of the ARC project wrote
about the ARC this way:
“It sounds absurd, but the only passenger rail tunnel that crosses
under the Hudson River to New York was built a century ago.
It has two tracks, one coming and one going, shared by two
very busy railroads, Amtrak and New Jersey Transit. Capacity is
limited, delays are frequent. Something clearly must be done to
supplement what is, after all, an essential lifeline to the nation’s
largest city. New York is among the nation’s most vibrant areas, a
veritable cash cow for regional governments, but its economy will
not continue to grow as long as its transportation infrastructure
stays where it is.”16
The impetus for the ARC project was clear: modernizing an aging
transit infrastructure to improve connectivity and the economic
viability of the metro New York region. The project’s planning
began in 1995, when New Jersey Transit, the Port Authority and
the Metropolitan Transportation Authority jointly conducted an
investigation to assess the cost, benefits, various transportation
alternatives, and the overall impact these alternatives may have
on the transportation corridor. The committee evaluated over
100 alternatives including light rail, subway, and ferry, and by
2007 the ARC was ultimately identified as the primary plan
in the environmental impact statement.17 To make this project
work, New Jersey Transit applied for funding under the Federal
Transit Administration’s New Starts program, and was awarded
a grant to build the tunnel.18 Altogether, the ARC planning
process was deliberate and comprehensive.

After the project was cancelled, other justifications began to
surface from Christie’s administration. For example, the scope
of the project was questioned; the ARC was derisively referred to
as the ‘Tunnel to Macy’s Basement’22 because it did not provide
a direct route to Manhattan’s East Side, as was the plan’s original
intention. Instead, a new and expensive terminal under Macy’s
department store was to be built.23 Even with its limitations,
though, the project would have provided a large portion of the
suburban workforce, currently forced to make time-consuming
transfers, greater mobility and access into New York’s business
district.24 Moreover, the project was malleable and a further
extension to the East Side remained a possibility through a water
tunnel that New York City was slated to develop by 2020.25
Governor Christie and Tea Party Politics
In April 2012, the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
issued a report examining the failure of the ARC project, which
found that Governor Christie exaggerated the cost of the project.
Christie claimed that state transportation officials revised
the original proposal and the cost would exceed $14 billion.
However, the GAO found that the cost estimate had actually
remained unchanged, and that the cost would not exceed 10
billion. Christie also claimed that New Jersey would have to
take on 70% of the cost related to the project; however, the
report found that there was no agreement made on who would
shoulder the weight of the cost, and that the Federal government
was open to taking on a heavier burden and covering the cost
overruns. In fact, at the time Christie cancelled the project, New
Jersey was paying for only 14.4 percent of the project’s cost.26
The real reason for canceling the project may be traced back
to Governor Christie’s campaign refusal to raise the gas tax.
After he cancelled the ARC project, Governor Christie steered
4 billion dollars that had been earmarked for the tunnel project
to New Jersey’s near bankrupt transportation fund, which is
typically funded by the gasoline tax. 27 Christie’s hardline stance
on not raising taxes, and withstanding the hands of the socalled ‘bloated big government,’ were all within the ideological
Neoliberal spectrum of thought that catapulted the New Jersey
Governor to Republican and Tea Party stardom.
Governor Christie galvanized the Republican Party and its
Tea Party brethren during the 2012 Republican National
Convention. By casting blame onto public sector unions and big
government spending, Christie captured the Tea Party’s ethos
and Neoliberal values.28 After the GAO report was revealed,
Governor Christie maintained his position. In an editorial
published in New Jersey’s Star Ledger, Mr. Mulshine calls for
the privatization of mass transit while blaming bureaucracy and
unions for the ARC project’s shortcomings. Mr. Mulshine’s
opinion captures Governor Christie’s ethos, he writes:
“Why not create a regional authority to combine the routes
of NJ Transit, the Long Island Railroad and MetroNorth, the
bureaucracy that runs Grand Central? Better yet, why not
privatize that whole operation like the British did? That would
save a lot of money. Clift told me of an LIRR rule that requires
the line to pay three electricians a full day’s salary just to get one
electrician to do a three-hour job. But the Democrats would
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never challenge the unions, Doherty said. ‘They like the unions,’
he said. ‘If you had a private company come in, some of these
union guys would be out of luck.’”29
Consequently, while Christie’s reluctance to raise the gasoline
tax may be viewed as his primary motivation to cancel the
ARC project, the project’s ideological incompatibility with his
Neoliberal values may be certainly viewed as part of the reason,
as well. Indeed, after canceling the project outright, Christie
agreed to evaluate several new plans that could have salvaged
the project. One of these initiatives called for using a private
company to invest in the ARC to relieve New Jersey of its
financial burden,30 thereby privatizing an inter-state tunnel.
Broader implications of the ARC project shutting down
One of the more fascinating aspects of the ARC case was that
in shutting down the project Governor Christie championed
Neoliberal values, but also inadvertently opposed them. If
Neoliberal thinking dictates the pursuit of capital, it can be
argued that by denying the project, Christie limited New
Jersey’s economic growth. This becomes apparent when we
consider job creation. During construction the GAO report
estimated that the ARC project would have provided a total
of about 98,300 jobs. A decade after the project’s completion,
the ARC would have given New Jersey 44,000 permanent new
jobs. Furthermore, the project would have provided New Jersey
with $9 billion in business activity during construction and an
additional $120 million per year in business activity long term.
Lastly, the project would have generated over 1.5 billion dollars
in federal, state, and local taxes.31 Considering the economic
crisis and New Jersey’s nine percent unemployment rate, which
is higher than the national average, Christie’s decision to cancel
the project appears foolish.
Moreover, Christie’s unwillingness to raise the gas tax also
prevents the state from amassing capital, causes congestion, and
makes New Jersey less attractive to live in. New Jersey is one
of only 14 states which have not raised their gas tax in at least
two decades; the state now has the third lowest gas tax rate in
the country. By keeping the gas tax down, New Jersey is actually
artificially depressing the price of fuel and, in the process,
encouraging auto-dependence. This exacerbates congestion,
pollution, and encourages sprawling development. From an
economic standpoint, by keeping the gas tax artificially low,
New Jersey loses nearly a half billion dollars in tax revenue every
year.32 Lastly, by eliminating the project, Christie made New
Jersey less attractive to business. Former New Jersey Governor
Richard Codey captures this sentiment stating: “So as our
population continues to grow, and, a large part of why people
move here is the ability to work in New York, but want a New
Jersey lifestyle. OK, so if those people can’t get on a train, they’re
not going to move to New Jersey, simple as that.”33
Neoliberalism and the Planner
By acting as the ‘deal maker’ for real estate interests, Neoliberalism
strips the planner of his/her agency and reduces the planner’s
status to the role of a bureaucrat.34,35 Indeed, within the Neoliberal
construct, the primary role of state is to stay out of the way
of the real estate market, and reduce all regulatory restrictions
that could impede the market’s progress. This undermines the
planner’s role and his/her ability to institute meaningful change
in the field. Moreover, Neoliberal values alter the planner’s
values. In this context, planners are no longer concerned with
what made their profession relevant: the city. Instead planners
are focused on the peripheral elements of planning like policy

making and the overall planning process rather than anything
substantive.36
To reaffirm the planner’s power and agency, theorists have
argued that it is necessary to return to the Late Modernist period
where planners could think ‘big’ while simultaneously acting
as a restraint on the real estate market and promoting a more
equitable society. Indeed, planning theorist Thomas Campanella
argues that we need to support New Deal style infrastructure
projects and is a supporter of Vishaan Chakrabarti’s American
Smart Infrastructure Act (ASIA), which calls for building and
re-building U.S. infrastructure. The plan’s goal is to reduce U.S.
dependence on foreign oil while promoting sustainability and
urban density.37 However, the failure of the ARC, a comparable
public works project, which failed in the name of the gas tax
and the Neoliberal ethos, demonstrates how this approach is not
possible. For public work projects to be successful, the United
States would have to reclaim its faith in the government and
reject the notion that government intervention (when not saving
Wall Street) is evidence of reckless “big government” spending.
Conclusion
In late 2010, following the collapse of the ARC project, New
York City Mayor Mike Bloomberg proposed extending the
7 line of the New York City Subway to New Jersey.38 The 7
was already in the process of being extended to the far West
Side of Manhattan, and could theoretically be pushed further
to Secaucus, NJ. Governor Christie supported exploring this
avenue, however cautioned that any plan would have to be
considerate of New Jersey’s interests. Bloomberg’s plan never got
the traction it needed, because the MTA is coping with its own
debt, and because these sorts of projects, especially without any
Federal assistance, take decades to get off the ground.
However, the proposed 7 extension offers a fascinating look at
infrastructure development. The 7 train extension to the West
Side succeeded because it is infrastructure that is by design
developed to drive real estate interests, in this case for the
Hudson Yards Redevelopment Project. Conversely, the ARC
project had no clear attachment to either real estate or capital.
While it stood to improve the area economically, these gains
were in the form of taxes and jobs, not real estate speculation,
and would take years to realize. As such, the ARC project as
it was constituted and sold to the public was not as conducive
to the Neoliberal construct of development and thereby failed.
The irony of the project was that over the long haul, it stood to
modernize New Jersey’s transportation system and provide the
state with significant economic gain.

David Leyzerowsky completed the Master of Urban Planning
program at Hunter College in the winter of 2013. His focus
was transportation planning and economic development.
David is currently working at Project for Public Spaces as the
Transportation Fellow.
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Shutting down the project: “The Tunnel to Macy’s Basement!”
Work on the ARC project began in 2009, with an estimated
completion date of 2018. However, Governor Christie, with
nearly $600 million already invested, cancelled the project,
citing cost as the primary reason. The sudden decision stunned
government officials and transportation advocates because three
billion dollars of Federal money was already financed for the
project—more money committed overall than to any other

transit project in the United States.19 Governor Christie stated
that the cost of the project was projected to be $2.5 billion more
than the original $8.7 billion and that New Jersey would have
to take on the cost.20 Moreover, Christie stated that New Jersey
would have to shoulder seventy percent of the tunnel’s cost,
something he was unwilling to commit. 21

I have been interested in all things Sci-Fi since I first saw Star
Wars when I was seven or eight years old, and I always wonder
if I will ever live to see cities like this in the future. Flying cars,
cities that span an entire planet, worlds with underground bases,
and a floating city in the clouds are just some things that caught
my imagination. Odds are, though, that Star Wars technology is
a far, far ways away. For now, I can only reasonably hope to see
the Earth from outside her grasp—perhaps by taking a weekend
getaway up to an off-planet orbital hotel.
Most long term or future planning classes we take have to do
with our towns and cities here on Earth. If you have been in
class with me you have probably heard me fling a couple of long
Hail Mary passes of what I envision the future to be like or what
I would like to accomplish. Many have actually laughed at the
ideas. Most of us, including professionals in planning, think
short- to medium-term. Where should we place a park? Where
will the wastewater treatment plant go? Where do we put the
bike lanes? I, on the other hand, think well past this week, next
month, or next year but decades and centuries down the line. All
towns and cities need people to think both long-term and shortterm. We need a safe and secure environment to live, work, and
play in. Except while many may think about getting bike lanes

in Manhattan, I’m more excited by the thought of getting bike
lanes on Mars.
While NASA keeps doing rover missions to Mars, entrepreneurs
like Sir Richard Branson, Robert Bigelow, Elon Musk, and
others are planning and fully executing plans to build rockets
to jettison tourists into space. While this is only the beginning,
many projects are being designed, developed, and tested to see
when they can actually be implemented. Theoretically these
ideas—like orbital hotels and cities (think 2001: A Space
Odyssey)—could have been built in the 1970s. NASA did a
study in 1975 for a Space City where they designed something
called the Stanford Torus and the Bernal Sphere (think of the
ring-worlds from the Halo video game series—except only a
mile in diameter). The technology existed then, and it has only
gotten better since.
I like to believe that I could one day start planning for smallscale developments in space or on the Moon. I like the idea of
starting fresh, out in a world unknown to us. Earth right now
has too many problems to count, and urban planning can only
go so far to fix them. As the climate changes and the sea level
rises and a global capitalist class dominates city development

One Planner’s Future
jake rubinsky

programs, our cities will look and feel much different from how
they do today. The public, whom we work for, are subjected to
the worst humanity has to offer.
Up there, however, you would be starting anew, a real life utopia,
a sandbox scenario like SimCity. Perhaps that’s the Sir Thomas
More and John Locke in me with Sir Ebenezer Howard and
Walt Disney injected ideas, but I truly believe a century from
now the Earth will be no better off than it is today. Countries
going to war, droughts leading to water shortages, incredibly
powerful storm systems hitting our cities… Out there where the
stars are just a little closer to reach out and grab, I believe more
good can be accomplished right off the bat.
Whether I am working on Earth, the Moon or Mars, or
somewhere else in a galaxy far, far away, I want to believe that

what I am planning for will make someone’s life a little easier
than before. If all my town or city can muster is fixing a pothole
on Main Street, and the people driving over it don’t have to
destroy their car’s suspension in the process then I’m a happy
planner. While my job might not cover my utopian dreams right
away, I hope one day I can achieve some of the big ones. For
now I’m a couple of months away from the nearest checkpoint
in my life, a Master of Urban Planning. To put it best, Eleanor
Roosevelt said, “The future belongs to those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams,” and since all I do is dream, the future
must be beautiful.
Jake Rubinsky is a spring 2014 graduate of the Master of
Urban Planning program at Hunter College. His focus is on
transportation, but he has an interest in anything connected
to the future of the planet.

“Walking City” by Archigram
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Neoliberalism and the poor:

Examples from Colombia and Venezuela
JaCOB bogitsh

Introduction
Poverty and inequality remain a major concern for Latin
America. In spite of major economic expansions across the
region, geographic disparities in living standards between the
urban and rural poor still prevent vulnerable populations from
sharing in the benefits of fiscal growth. The region continues
to display the highest levels of inequality in the world, and
like most of Latin America, much of poverty in Colombia and
Venezuela is tied directly into the world market.1 Incomes are
dependent on the whims and fluctuations of national policies,
and as a country experiences surpluses and deficits, it increasingly
penetrates into both the urban and rural poor’s welfare. The
1980s were a particularly difficult decade for the poor of Latin
America. Commonly known as the “lost decade,” it was an era of
unprecedented economic adjustment and restructuring, cuts to
social programs, and political turmoil, all of which coerced the
neoliberal model to varying degrees in virtually every country in
the region.2

causing exports to fall in absolute value and increase imports
and dropping the growth rate of economic production. This
resulted in a big increase in absorption of foreign debt but not
production.6

The resulting reforms taken by Colombia and Venezuela to
stabilize their economies during this “lost decade” had drastically
different effects on the socio-political dynamic between each
country’s government and its people. Both countries paths were
shaped by neoliberalism, the economic ideology of deregulation
and expansion of the market economy, promoting policies
that favor the needs of business and investment.3 Colombia
implemented such policies under the auspices of monetary aid
from the United States and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) to both fight illegal drug cartels and improve the country’s
economic landscape. These measures worked, as Colombia
was able to reduce violence, increase tourism, and raise Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) throughout the first decade of the
twenty first century. However, like many developing nations,
Colombia continues to struggle with high rates of poverty and
inequality. Similarly, Venezuela experimented with neoliberal
policies in the 1990s, but was met with greater resistance—
particularly after a brief increase in gas prices—inducing
military leader Hugo Chávez to win the presidency in 1999
and promote his Socialist Bolivarian Revolution.4 Throughout
his tenure, poverty and inequality declined, but inflation and
violence soared. Together, these countries illustrate that neither
neoliberalism, nor its opposite, is an economic panacea for
Latin American countries trying to help the impoverished. This
article analyzes the results of neoliberal policies in Colombia and
Venezuela after the 1980s debt crisis, and their effects on the
poor.

In 1991, Colombia passed a new constitution replacing its
1886 charter aimed at bringing major drug lords to justice and
securing political peace.10 Though largely a political maneuver,
the new constitution had important economic reforms designed
into it as well. Part of the new constitution was President César
Gaviria’s National Plan of Development (1990-1994) which
aimed for a smaller role for the state, in hopes of stimulating
the economy.11 A set of policies—including trade liberalization,
labor and financial sector reform, and independence of the Bank
of the Republic—were implemented toward increasing trade
and competition and increasing national productivity. In less
than one year, Colombia had reversed its historically gradual
approach to economic development in favor of a neoliberal
approach that had been based on a theory that had not been
examined nor evaluated in practice.12

The Debt Crisis and World Markets: Colombia from the 1980s
When the debt crisis of the 1980s began, due to its conservative
policies in the 1970s, Colombia did not have debt nearly as
large as almost every other country in Latin America.5 There
were still manageable ratios between its debt and interest, and
its exports. However, by 1983 the country financed government
deficits and very high fixed investments from foreign borrowing,

These policies worked well until 1995. However, by 1996
various factors had made the programs costly and inefficient,
and were not matched by higher taxes or other government
revenue, further adding to the public debt. The increased debt
made the Colombian economy very vulnerable to negative
international shocks, and by the late 1990s, due to the effects of
the Asian and Russian economic crises, Colombia experienced
its first recession in more than sixty years.13 As a result, per capita
income dropped and poverty rose as the gap between the affluent
and poor increased substantially.14 Colombia’s Gini index—a
measure of inequality in the distribution of family income in
a country from 0 (perfect equality) to 1 (perfect inequality)—
decreased from 59.1 in 1980 to 53.6 in 1989 and then started
to rise again to a peak of 60.7 in 2001.15 Despite the increase in
public spending social investment programs only received about
1 percent of GDP during this period, and poverty rates began to
worsen for the first time in many years.16
The economic crisis of 1999 caused a loss of about 10 years
of improvements in social investment, and ironically, due to
high unemployment, many children and young adults joined

the drug trade, increasing homicides and crime.17 This did not
only happen in Colombia, but throughout Latin America. The
impact of embracing a free market society had strengthened
the economic interests of big business, impressively increasing
national GDP, particularly oil revenues, but further restricted
the possibility of upward mobility between classes. In a country
where upward mobility was already strained, the lack of properly
implemented social investment programs during a major
economic restructuring only further complicated the urban and
rural poor’s livelihoods.18
The response by the government and the Central Bank to the
crisis was to let the exchange rate float according to the foreign
exchange market—meaning its worth was determined by the
means of supply and demand relative to other currencies.19
However, in order to prevent the country’s currency from
weakening so much that it couldn’t pay back its debts, Colombia
signed a three year extended-fund facility agreement with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), concentrating on reducing
inflation and reestablishing Colombia’s reputation as a fiscally
stable economy.20
By 2000, Colombia’s fiscal agreements had worked and the
economy began to recover. President Álvaro Uribe (20022010), continuing to deal with the IMF and World Bank,

enacted additional economic reforms designed to reduce the
public-sector deficit, privatize public companies, secure loans,
cut expenses, and construct investor confidence.21 Furthermore,
Uribe maintained exceptionally tight ties with the United States
to combat drug cartels and improve trade—methods which were
originally proposed by President Andrés Pastrana Arango as
part of Plan Colombia in the 1990s—providing monetary and
military aid in exchange for policies that adhered to Washington’s
neoliberalism.22,23 Uribe has been largely praised by international
financial institutions for his efforts to strengthen the economy,
as well as for providing some social expenditure in health,
education, family, youth, and employment programs, and efforts
to return displaced persons back to their homes.24 These reforms
were considered positive, as in 2011, the World Bank estimated
that 34% of Colombians were living below the poverty line,
decreasing from 45% in 2005, and decreasing unemployment
to 9.2%, the lowest in over a decade. Additionally, GDP growth
in 2003 was among the highest in Latin America at over 4%,
and by 2007, GDP grew over 8%.25
However, his opponents critique that in order to halt, albeit
temporarily, its economic hemorrhaging, Colombia was forced to
implement neoliberal austerity measures that effectively ensured
that the borrower will be forced to return for more monetary
aid in the future. Such measures also place the borrowing

[See page 35 for endnotes.]
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until today

In order to stabilize its economy, Colombia depended more
on raising tax revenues than on spending reductions. The
government also temporarily raised tariffs while simultaneously
eliminating nontariff restrictions to imports. Simply put,
domestic output increased and imports declined.7 Furthermore,
when the adjustment occurred, Colombia was not using all
its productive capacity. Instead, the country was experiencing
a growth recession and had an idle capacity to increase the
production of tradable goods and improve its balance payments.
The policy mix of surcharges on imports, few reductions in social
expenditure, and maintenance of real wages, allowed Colombia
to grow its economy and employment while steadily reducing
poverty throughout the 1980s.8,9

country’s economic wellbeing in the hands of self-serving multinational corporations.26 Colombian development has been
touted as unethical by some, as many rural communities see
such development as threatening to their way of life.27 Millions
of people are displaced from their land by drug violence,
which corporations then acquire to develop mega plantations
for crop production. Additionally, jungle is cleared for cattle
rearing, and mines are dug to extract natural commodities. It
is possible to reduce income poverty, raise measures of health
and education, while simultaneously disempowering the poorest
members of society and promoting wealth and power in the
richest.28 The application of neoliberal policies tends to benefit
private and foreign investors over small business owners and
workers, inadequately addressing the root causes of poverty and
unemployment. Scarcely do free market economics trickle down
to the entire population, and even less so to the most vulnerable,
as indicated by a Gini index of 0.56 in 2010, placing Colombia
alongside Brazil and Bolivia as the most unequal Latin American

Venezuela became the richest, most highly-urbanized, and
second most indebted country in Latin America.32 By 1983, oil
prices dropped by 12 percent and new loans stopped coming
in. Venezuela was forced to begin a difficult period of economic
restructuring. Per capita income and real wages fell by onefourth, unemployment rose to 14 percent, inflation rose to 84
percent by 1989, and interest payments on the debt rose to
almost 70 percent of exports by mid-decade. The first phase of the
adjustment brought real devaluation and a drop in expenditures
on investment projects, social programs, and subsidies. The
resulting contraction in demand caused a recession. 33
The response to the crisis was a new Social Democratic
government, led by President Jaime Lusinchi (1985-89). The
government reversed the policy of its predecessor, using a policy
of debt-financed growth, a continued devaluation of the currency,
a multi-tier exchange rate system, greater import protection,
rise in the minimum wage, increased attention to agriculture

By 1980, due to the prosperous development of the oil industry,
* Current account deficits are when a country’s total imports of goods, services, and transfers,
exceeds the total exports of goods, services, and transfers

Chávez Takes Office
With the election of Chávez, a leader gained power who
adamantly opposed neoliberalism at home and abroad,
dismantling the previous ideology and hegemony of the political
elite of the past decades. One of his first orders of business was to
put together a Constituent Assembly to “refund” the Republic.
Chávez decreed a referendum and asked Venezuelans to accept
the new Constituent Assembly, which would write a new
constitution with a view of a new social republic.39

and food self-sufficiency, and uses of producer and consumer
subsidies to emerge from the crisis. The concerted efforts resulted
in a modest revival of the economy (GDP grew by 16.7% in the
years of 1986-88), but they also resulted in a rise in the inflation
rate, the current account, and the government deficit. However,
the high rate of subsidies and increasing foreign debt proved too
much for the economy to maintain, particularly as the price of
oil continued to drop nearly 50% during 1986.34, 35
In 1989 Carlos Andres Pérez took office for the second time,
putting in place a new policy based on a reduction in aggregate
demand together with structural changes. The main objective
was a sharp fiscal contraction, reducing the government’s role
in the economy and adhering to a neoliberal ideology. Previous
policies of price control, restrictions on imports, and the system
of multiple exchange rates were reversed. Additionally, tariffs
were lowered to encourage trade and growth, and a process of
privatizing state companies was instilled.36
The socioeconomic tension occurring throughout the late 1980s
caused popular discontent and violence to increase. After the
new neoliberal policies were enacted, one of which removed
gasoline subsidies which previously kept the price of its oil
16

However, under certain circumstances, these decreases in poverty
are only dispersed to some of the poor, and more dangerously,
as a social instrument to build a radical political coalition both
domestically and abroad to sustain the electoral support and
international legitimacy of his hybrid regime.**44 During Chávez’s
tenure, inflation increased from 23.6% to 31.6%, violent crime
almost doubled, and the population constantly experienced
shortages of basic goods.45 His transformation of Venezuela into
a hybrid regime cloaked the perception of democracy, whereas
freedoms and opposition to compete in elections exist, the
systems of checks and balances become inoperative.46
The methods Chávez implemented have been in direct opposition
to Washington and the IMF, and have caused a major divide
between classes. On one side, the poor have largely been staunch
supporters of his regime, praising his focus to alleviate poverty
and improve living standards. On the other, the middle and
upper class have called him autocratic, limiting their freedoms
of speech and press, undermining democracy, and continually
rewriting the constitution through referendum to increase the
president’s powers and advance his socialist agenda.47 Further
**Hybrid Regimes are political systems in which the mechanism for determining access to state
office combines both democratic and autocratic practices.

critics claimed that Chávez was using the state owned oil
company as a piggy bank for social programs, while neglecting
oil infrastructure and production.48 For a country so dependent
on oil exports as a mainstay of economic viability, such actions
erode long-term sustainable methods of fiscal independence.
In 2013, Vice President Nicolás Maduro assumed power after
Chávez lost a long battle with cancer, continuing his social
revolution. Increasingly, the country has sharply divided in the
wake of their boisterous leader’s death.49
Conclusion
The structural adjustment programs of the 1980s were a
response to growing debt accumulated by developing countries.
Both Colombia and Venezuela were affected by the debt crisis,
albeit in different ways. For Colombia, a financial recession led
to increased foreign aid by both the United States and the IMF,
instilling neoliberal economic policies. Whether or not these
decisions benefited the country as a whole depends on who you
ask. For some, the urban security achieved in reducing violence
due to drug cartels created a safer environment and promoted
investment and tourism, which is of course important. GDP
increased, and continues to do so, creating promising new
wealth for the nation. However, inequality still remains high,
and many of the rural poor were displaced from violence
and eventual plantation development. These communities,
particularly indigenous groups, either slowly become extinct,
or migrated to towns and cities, where employment is more
available; and although their incomes increase with better access
to basic healthcare and education, their cost of living is higher,
and they are in truth poorer. Colombia’s displaced population,
like the rest of the nation’s impoverished citizens, is waiting for
the wealth generated by neoliberal economic growth to “trickle
down.”50 However, rarely does wealth trickle down to the
neediest in developing nations, as most Latin Americans have
been waiting in vain for more than 20 years for such effects to
occur.51
Conversely, when Venezuela tried to implement a similar
neoliberal agenda, the growing inequality severely affected the
poor, particularly the rural poor, and led to massive opposition.
The emerging thought was to approach development from
the bottom up, incorporating social policies to empower the
poor, and framing the socialist government of Hugo Chávez
to emerge. Chávez has done much to challenge the neoliberal
model of development, constantly criticizing Washington and
neighboring President Uribe in Colombia as “a servile instrument
of the North American empire in Latin America.”52 While
poverty has certainly declined, gaining valuable support from
benefitted populations, inflation has soared, causing Venezuela’s
currency to be depreciated more than once and stripping grocery
stores of basic food staples like bread and milk. Additionally,
violence and homicides almost doubled, making Venezuela one
of the countries with the highest murder rate in the world. The
controversial leader’s autocratic tendencies, now being advanced
by President Nicolás Maduro, continually undermined the
democratic process, limiting freedoms of speech, press, and
the right to assemble, and leading to strong opposition from
many political leaders domestically and abroad. If the poor have
benefited from these political and economic decisions, the rest
of the country has surely paid the price.
Jacob Bogitsh is a Master of Urban Planning student
at Hunter College with a concentration in economic
development. His interests include the relationship between
economic policy and public affairs in developing nations. He is
expected to graduate in the fall of 2014.
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The Politics and Economics of Venezuela from the 1970s
through the Turn of the Century
In contrast to Colombia, Venezuela’s economy was supported
for decades by increasing oil prices and one of the world’s
largest petroleum deposits.30 This glimpse of prosperity teased
Venezuela, as global economic trends and domestic challenges
offset the gains set forth by previous years. The country failed
to develop alternate economic means to sustain itself when
the oil frenzy collapsed. Besides petroleum exports, which are
controlled by quotas, the country has a minimal traded goods
sector of manufacturing and agriculture. During the 1960s and
1970s the country continued to grow and borrow, accumulating
huge current account deficits* in order to fund mostly wasteful
investment projects.31

Following the Caracazo riots, Chávez was imprisoned along
with his comrades. President Pérez soon resigned, and Rafael
Caldera assumed power. Caldera shortly freed Chávez from
prison, who then gained political momentum and criticized
Caldera’s neoliberal policies and the ruling class. Using his
increasing political momentum, Chávez was elected as President
of Venezuela in November 1999.38

Chávez’s new order was considered very controversial. Poverty
clearly declined after he took office. Estimates indicate a reduction
from 50 percent in 1998 to 43 percent in 2005, and yet further
to 27.6 percent in 2008.40 Venezuela’s Gini index dropped from
0.5 in 1998 to 0.39 in 2011, putting the country behind only
Canada in the Western Hemisphere.41 Social investment was
made a pillar of his tenure—dubbed the Bolivarian Revolution
after South American independence leader Simon Bolívar—
his policies have benefited the poor as well as the three million
Colombian immigrants who have fled across the border.42
The standard of living rose for the most marginalized due to
government-funded social programs including subsidized food
stores in many of the barrios, community medicine programs,
low-income housing projects and micro-credit for small
businesses.43

0 = perfectly equal distribution of wealth, 100 = all wealth concentrated with one individual.

countries in terms of wealth distribution.29

well below international levels, a spike of gas prices and public
transportation costs resulted, infuriating the public. People
began protesting, leading to riots and massacres—called the
Caracazo—where the government had to forcefully suppress
the outrage. The conflict heightened political instability and
ultimately resulted in two failed coups d’état in 1992, one of
which was organized by military leader and future President
Hugo Chávez Frías.37

Edge of the Asphalt: A Glimpse
into Brazil’s Landless Workers’
Movement
Ian gray

“Where in God’s name are we going?”
Silvano turned and winked at me with a dark grin.
Looking into the rearview mirror, Leila said: “A beira do
		asfalto.”
In English, this means “the edge of the asphalt.” In the
		
Amazon Basin, it means insurrection.

Before that afternoon, I had had only minimal experience with
Brazil’s Landless Workers’ Movement (MST). Leaving their
campamento (roadside camp), men, women, and sometimes
entire families would travel to the nearest city to sell chickens
or cassava for supplies. For some of these landless farmers in
Brazil’s northeast, that meant Colinas: a small city in the state of
Tocantins of about 30,000 people that had sprouted seemingly
ex nihilo around a gas station by the highway. I first met MST
members through Leila, a tenacious lawyer committed to pro
bono social justice work (and practicing English with cheesy
idioms) who I lived with for several weeks. Through strategic
occupations of unproductive land, these rural workers were
locked in battle against the country’s malfunctioning system of
land appropriation. They spoke excitedly with me about land
they had occupied and wealthy farmers with forged deeds. They
told me that MST had almost 900 occupations housing 150,000
landless families. They said that they were fighting the country’s
entrenched bureaucracy through radical actions and insurgent
democracy. I had actually seen one of these demonstrations
out on the federal highway somewhere south of Colinas. It can
be startling and quite frightening to suddenly come upon a
ribbon of flames stretched across the road. A wall of tires and
tree branches set aflame by a nearby encampamento had brought
traffic to a dead stop. Men and women shouting and waving
signs, some of them armed, demanded that their “thirst for
justice” be quenched. I had heard explanations and testimonies
back in Colinas, but it was only out there at the beira do asfalto
that the substance of MST became apparent.

As far back as Brazil’s colonial period, land and its resources
have been in constant dispute; a fact exacerbated by centuries of
contradictory legal reforms and sanctioned law breaking. Passing
from colonial power, to constitutional monarchy, to a republic,
the Brazilian state demonstrated an inability to consolidate
administrative power, instead deferring to local elites who used
the country’s entangled legalities as a system of rule. Through
the complex layering of legal procedure and regulation, land
tenure grew to be so confusing that the only people who could
administer it were those already in power. As James Holston
writes: “Their strategy was not to deny the law—as often
assumed in assertions that Brazil was and is a lawless land—but
rather to create an excess of it.”

We continued to drive in silence, Leila behind the wheel, her
lawyer in arms, Silvano, sitting shotgun, and me in the backseat.
Only the whining of the Gol’s power steering could be heard
as Leila deftly navigated the cavernous potholes endemic to
Northern Brazil’s roadways. An eighteen-wheeler barreled
towards us in a serpentine path past holes and debris, kicking
small rocks against our car as it confidently changed lanes at the
last second to avoid collision. Every several miles, the monotony
of the cerrado—the smattering of gnarled shrubs, closed canopy
forests, and distant plateaus that compose Tocantins’ defining
biome—was interrupted with swaths of smoldering vegetation
(due to people incinerating debris or being careless, roadside
fires are common in the cities as well as the cerrado). The heavy
smell, which I had come to find oddly pleasant, infiltrated the
car and made Leila wince. On any other afternoon, she would
have said something: commented on the dry season, the dangers
of six months without rain, or truckers tossing cigarette butts
out their windows. But on that particular day she stayed quiet
and I grew increasingly anxious.

Some in Brazil would call this scam: “o jeitinho brasileiro.”
Alternatively a source of national pride and embarrassment,
the expression is used to capture a uniquely Brazilian sense of
ingenuity. Roughly translating to “the little Brazilian way,” o
jeitinho brasileiro can indicate everything from the MacGyver
resourcefulness of using a hair straightener to iron your shirt
collar to the manipulative cunning of the grileiro. It is difficult
to understand Northeastern Brazil without the jeitinho brasileiro
of both senses. As an outsider, I was continually stunned by
the shrewd creativity of Brazilians in surmounting everyday
obstacles of rural poverty. It was this sense of jeitinho brasileiro
that prevailed in my eyes: putting a tarp in the back of a truck
and filling it with water to make a swimming pool or fitting an
entire family onto an electric scooter to visit friends on the other
side of town. However, during my time in Brazil it became clear
that most often Brazilians use the expression in the negative sense
of scheming and cheating, an effect perhaps of the widespread
inequality and corruption visible at nearly all levels of daily life
in the Northeast.

We had driven this road before (minus Silvano) on a previous
mission to a small town called Santa Fé. Our goal then was to
plead with the Registrar of Births and Deaths to fix the birth
certificate of a woman named Elizete. Still disoriented from
childbirth, Elizete’s mother was handed a form she could not
read. Next to “sex,” she had marked male rather than female.
In Brazil, where the Kafkaesque bureaucracy is pervasive to
the point of banality, such a typo can prohibit someone from
finding work, applying for loans, or receiving public services.
Thus for Elizete, and others in her position, survival depends
on extralegal methods, which often lead to housing and
employment situations that are inconsistent, exploitative, and
dangerous. Standing in the Registrar’s office in Santa Fé, Elizete
demanded her birth certificate be changed to reflect her gender.
The answer was “no.” Apparently their computers were down.

On either side of the highway, the long dry grass of the cerrado
gave way to brown pastures protected by miles of barbed-wire
fencing. Where farmers had cleared forest, patches of scorched
terrain remained. Thin Brahman huddled in groups to graze
lazily in the sun, their characteristic humps slumped over on their
backs like scoops of melting ice cream. We approached a wide
stretch of dirt forming a space between the edge of the highway
and the fenced pasture. Small shelters of corrugated tin sheets
and wooden scraps congregated at one end of the bleached sandy
plot. On the other end, chicken wire had been wrapped around
posts to protect the campamento’s meager crops from capivaras
and other creatures of the cerrado. A small crowd materialized.
They pointed across the street where a dirt road snaked through
fenced pastures deeper into the farmer’s property.

Members of Brazil’s Landless Workers’ Movement blockade the highway outside Colinas, Tocantins.
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“They’ve burned down the farmer’s meeting hall,” said Silvano,
suddenly breaking the silence, “The pistoleiros are getting braver.”
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In many ways, the legal exclusion many Brazilians face today is
symptomatic of the country’s long history of legal manipulation.

In other words, there is nothing accidental about the legal
disarray in Brazil. Centuries of strategic obfuscation have created
a legal climate hostile to all but the wealthiest Brazilians. With
so many forged land titles circulating among both elite farmers
and also landless workers, determining authenticity has become
largely a matter of personal preference. Municipal courts, whose
decisions generally fall outside the scope of federal oversight, are
effectively free to resolve land disputes based on anything from
ethical convictions to bribes. In this environment, land scams
continue to proliferate. Some schemes are centuries old, like
the grileiro who exploits antiquated loopholes to lock interested
buyers into an obligation of payment on land without conveying
title. The buyer then unknowingly resides on the land as a
squatter and is subject to eviction at any time.

“Anyone hurt?” asked Leila.
“No, but the threats have been more frequent.”
While the roots of Brazil’s contemporary socio-geographic
struggles are centuries old, the legal climate in which these
conflicts are negotiated derives largely from Brazil’s 1988
constitution. Pressured by Brazil’s Workers’ Party (PT), along
with the nascent MST, and recognizing the social implications
of land, Brazil’s new constitution explicitly provided for state
expropriation of unproductive land to squatters who could
demonstrate a capacity to use it productively. By occupying
unproductive land and establishing informal campamentos that
then cultivated the land groups of squatters were legally eligible
to become state recognized assentamentos (settlements) entitled
to government services and amenities. The official body that
was created to manage this process was the antiquated sounding
National Institute of Colonization and Agrarian Reform
(INCRA). However, as a vehicle for regularization of informal
encampments, INCRA has proven to be not only corrupt, but
sluggish and unwieldy as well, slowed to a dreadful crawl by the
weight of an over-administered bureaucracy.
The axles of our Gol bucked over the dirt roadway, a scabrous
moonscape pounded to dust by pickup trucks and heavy
farming machinery. A prodigious villa looked on from its distant
hilltop. “That’s the farmer’s house,” said Silvano pointing. “Let’s
be quick.”
After about six minutes, we came to a clearing in the trees. In the
center of the clearing surrounded by blackened palm branches
were the remains of a modest circular structure. The central
supporting beam sprouted from the center, jagged and black.
Leila, Silvano, and I stepped out of the Gol without a noise. I
peered up and down the dirt road, straining my ears to hear any
downshifting 4x4s coming from the villa. Leila crossed her arms
on her chest, hugging herself as if she were cold. “Let’s hurry,”
she said.
“Look.” Silvano knelt down to examine a patch of dirt. “They
came on horses. Either there were a lot of horses or they were
here for a while, probably watching the fire. The tracks circle
around.” Something else caught his eye. He reached for the small
bronze object and lifted it up, showing us a .22 caliber casing.
“Ian, take the pictures so we can leave.”

I had to take several photos from each position around the site
because my shaking hands made for blurry shots. A branch
snapped in the cerrado. We stopped and listened. Silence. I
snapped more pictures: the hoof prints, the bullet, the villa.
“Let’s go. I think someone is coming,” said Leila from the road.
We jumped back into the Gol. Silvano was driving now. With
a k-turn and a heavy foot, we bounced violently towards the
highway, away from the charred remains of solidarity.
According to the Brazilian government’s land registry, 47
percent of all arable land is controlled by only 1.6 percent of
Brazilian landholders. The importance of MST’s role in fighting
one of the world’s highest patterns of land concentration
cannot be understated. Through a multifaceted and flexible
network of collective groups spread across all but 3 of Brazil’s
26 states, MST exerts pressure through political lobbying and
civil disobedience. In 2005, MST coordinated a 125-mile march
to Brasília with twelve thousand people that included logistical
support in the form of circus tents for lodging, a mobile childcare center, health care workers, and cooking staff. By leveraging
its base of 1.5 million members, MST hopes to shift power away
from the bancada ruralista, a coalition of agrarian elites holding
the largest congressional voting bloc in Brazil, a fact unchanged
since redemocratization. Additionally, MST’s task teams are
responsible for establishing and managing credit unions, agroindustries, training centers, news outlets, popular education
centers, and artistic collectives. But of its many roles, the most
important is undoubtedly the physical occupation of land by
rural farmers.
By identifying unproductive land and organizing farmers, MST
claims responsibility for some of largest mobilizations in Brazil’s
history. However, the difficulties and dangers facing MST are
profuse. The true ownership of land being targeted by MST
is often highly contested, with wealthy rural elites claiming
private property rights based on illegitimate titles and deeds.
Responsibility for resolving these disputes falls on the notoriously
corrupt municipal courts. While INCRA may have the ultimate
say in who owns land, the agency’s labyrinthine network of
local and government offices requires vast MST resources to be
spent in the hopes that someday their case will be recognized
and resolved. From the time of the initial occupation, it can
take several years for INCRA to turn a single campamento into a
legitimate assentamento. During this time, occupiers are assumed
to be trespassing on private property and are subject to eviction
by the police. Nonetheless, MST claims that 370,000 families
have been lawfully settled on 18.5 million acres of land, almost
equivalent to the size of South Carolina.
We pulled into the campamento. As we parked, some children
ran to the car and stared at me, the American. In between the
plastic tents and tin sheds was a circle of lawn chairs where men
were using cornhusks to roll cigarettes. We sat with them. A
case of Skol materialized in Silvano’s hand. At the sight of beer,
the mood brightened. “Sit here! Sit here and relax. Let’s talk,
Silvano and Silvano’s friends,” one of the men said in a distinctly
northeast accent, swallowing vowels at the beginning and ends
20

[Man leads cows through Colinas during the annual Cavalgada.]

of words. Although we had only crossed the highway, I felt as
if I had entered into a new realm. There, at the beira do asfalto,
I somehow felt secure and even forgot momentarily about the
wealthy farmer and his pistoleiros, a luxury those living in the
encampamento could not afford.
A man of considerable age with deep lines across his face and
rough darkened skin told the story of São João. Over a year ago
his and several other families occupied the land on the other side
of the highway where we took pictures. Assisted by the MST,
the farmers built wooden houses and began cultivating land
for cassava, chickens, and cattle that would sustain them and
eventually yield surpluses to be sold in town or on the side of
the highway. MST had even arranged for their children to be
brought to Colinas where they could attend the city’s agricultural
school. As he described this period of newfound self-sufficiency,
the man was smiling intensely, looking down at his cigarette,
affectionately watching it burn.
During this time, MST’s lawyers continued to lobby INCRA for
official acknowledgment of the settlement and their productive
use of the land. Almost a year passed before finally receiving
notice that INCRA had been in touch with local courts and
that their case was being considered. It was then that signs
began appearing near the settlement threatening violence if the
farmers did not leave the private property on which they were
trespassing. Pistoleiros were sighted on the boundaries of the
encampamento brandishing their rifles and pacing the perimeter.
One night, a plot of cassava plants caught fire. The next day, the
encampamento’s council decided to relocate to the government
owned beira do asfalto on the other side of the highway. “O
jeitinho brasileiro,” he said with a shrug. The others laughed.
Having worked with MST in the past, Silvano was put in touch
with the people of São João. Since their resettlement, he had been
coordinating with MST to expedite paperwork through INCRA

and pass ownership of the land to the squatters. But things were
not looking hopeful. Pistoleiros had started appearing outside
the new campamento, threatening to shoot the farmers and take
their children. For months no one had heard from INCRA or
the municipal courts. Yet morale was high. During the day, they
worked to maintain life at the beira do asfalto. At night, there was
music and forro dancing.
Eventually the Skol coaxed us into lighter conversation:
Flamengo had lost to Palmeiras the night before; mariposas (a
type of moth and harbinger of the wet season’s arrival) were
returning; someone in Colinas was opening a bakery. I stood
and walked over to the fenced garden where a woman was
enjoying a cigarette as she rested. Proudly she explained that
they had built the garden in a single day and that the freshly
planted cassava would take 18 months to mature. She stood and
led me through a gate in the chicken wire to walk along the arid
troughs. Topsoil kicked up into small tornadoes by equatorial
trade winds. Looking past the garden I saw the thick metal
fence of the farmer’s property. Brahman grazed. Silvano laughed
loudly, hidden by the ring of tin houses. Chicken wire rattled
in the wind. The garden’s wooden posts shifted in their deep
holes. Turning to me with a wide smile, the woman flicked the
cigarette butt into the sand and shrugged, “O jeitinho brasileiro.”

Having graduated from Purchase College with a dual degree
in Philosophy and Literature, Ian Gray is now continuing his
education at Hunter’s Master of Urban Planning Program
while working and living in the Bronx.
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The violence surrounding land occupations in Brazil is no
secret. Of the several media-grabbing events from the past two
decades, the massacre of Eldorado de Carajás in southern Pará
may be the most tragic. On April 17, 1996, a crowd of landless
farmers obstructed traffic on the interstate highway in order
to draw attention to the unproductive land of a nearby ranch
that they hoped could be expropriated and used by a local MST
encampamento. “When the buses from Marabá arrived with the
police,” recounts one survivor, “they got off and shot a round of
fire into the air. We thought that they only wanted to intimidate
us. We started shouting words of order. We had a deaf-mute
companheiro who couldn’t understand anything and he went
in the direction of the police, the late Amâncio. He was the first
to go down.” In total, the military police killed nineteen people,
opening fire into the crowd and singling out individuals for fatal
beatings. Bodies of women and children were concealed by the
officers, according to MST testimony. Such violence is ongoing.
In 2011, the year I traveled to Brazil, I could not escape concerned
warnings for my safety. Repeatedly, I was told of an American
nun working for the Pastoral Land Commission (CPT), a

supporter of the MST, who was shot and killed by pistoleiros as
she was helping farmers somewhere near Colinas. Well-known
instances of land-related murder are rare, but in reality these
crimes occur far more frequently than any politician would care
to acknowledge. According to the CPT, 1,465 landless farmers
and reform activists, including dozens of children, were killed
in rural conflicts between 1985 and 2006. Such stark statistics
tell a harrowing story, one that is unfortunately relegated to the
informal channels of blogs and gossip.

Federal direct-construction public housing in the United States
has a mixed legacy. Many of the large mid-century housing
projects have been demolished, while affordable housing policy
has shifted toward distributed programs based on tax-credits
and mixed developments. While some critics argue that this
evolution was the natural result of the low-cost, low-quality
construction that inevitably results when government gets
involved in housing construction, the history of public housing
in the US tells a more nuanced story.

nycha and the 1937 housing act
leah feder

By exploring the origins of the federal direct construction housing
program, we can see how two very different housing ambitions
came to be vested in the program. These conflicting ambitions
were subsequently negotiated in the different municipalities
that set up Housing Authorities to seek funding under the 1937
Housing Act. While some, like Chicago, followed the welfare
model logic that has come to dominate narratives about midcentury public housing, others resisted—most notably New
York City, where the goal of social housing for the working poor
was fought for and, in some measures, achieved.
Wagner-Steagall
Also known as the Wagner-Steagall Act, the 1937 Housing
Act codified the establishment of a permanent public housing
program in the United States. Considered a victory by many
who had long fought for a non-market-based housing solution,
it has been equally lambasted as one of the primary sources of
the two-tiered housing policy that characterized housing policy
in the latter half of the 20th century and persists to this day.

Early Debates
The Act arose in a national political climate steeped in debates
about the role and nature of public housing. The federal
government had already dabbled in public housing construction
via the temporary Public Works Administration (PWA) housing
construction program, and the high costs and inefficiencies
associated with that program plagued whatever was to come
next. In a 1936 edition of Congressional Digest, Special Writer
for The Washington Post Felix Bruner wrote, condemning PWA
housing programs, “The Government has not produced a single
unit of low cost housing…[T]he cost in every instance has been
far above the range of the lowest income groups.1 This was
representative of growing concern within congress over the highcost of PWA housing and the desire for a more cost-efficient
housing program moving forward. In 1937, Executive Secretary
of the Illinois Housing Commission Coleman Woodbury told a
meeting of National Association of Housing Officials (NAHO)
members, “It is unquestionable that the weaknesses of the past
federal programs were largely responsible for the amendments
made to the Bill on the Senate floor.”2

Yet, amid these interest-based objections to a housing program,
far more nuanced disagreements existed within that majority
of people who were in accord that a permanent public
housing policy should be enacted. These debates manifested
in a number of ways: the architectural style of the buildings,

The roots of one side of this divide can be traced back to the 19th
century. During this time, reformers saw substandard housing as
responsible for a multitude of ills, including “epidemics, crime,
alcoholism, vice, hooliganism, and political revolution.”5 The
intellectual heirs of these reformers were the Progressives, who
often saw reform as an act of removing a social ill. For them,
building public housing necessarily went hand-in-hand with
slum clearance, and it was as much the removal of the slums
as the construction of something new that marked reform. For
these reformers, public house meant housing for the very poor—
those for whom the market could not provide housing.
A different view was concerned less with reforming existing
housing than with creating an altogether new option. This
more radical contingent, called the Labor Housing Committee
(LHC), led by housing activist Catherine Bauer and influenced
in large part by her seminal 1934 book Modern Housing, looked
to the European social housing movement as a model for the
United States. This model advocated high-quality, innovative
architectural ideas along with the de-commercialization of
residential property.6 Such a model would be based on federal
subsidies to local government and nonprofit housing agencies, in
service of modernist large-scale designs on the urban fringes that
would house the working class while addressing overcrowding in
cities and deflating the value of slum land.7 This housing would
be for the working class, and it would present an alternative to
market-based housing in the form of social housing.
Bauer was averse to “bailing out” or even rewarding slum
owners.8 She and others were disinterested in the “little islands
of good housing in a sea of slum” that slum clearance might
produce,9 and had a healthy fear of slum clearance exacerbating
low-income housing shortage.10 Notably, Bauer’s aversion
to slum clearance and desire to build on vacant land was not
about “racial or class integration,” as she was not particularly
concerned with either.11 That said, Bauer understood the power
of slum clearance to influence representatives, and so was willing
to frame the housing question in those terms.

Resulting Act
In the third year of attempts at a housing bill and over
conservative and private interest objections, the Wagner-Steagall
Act passed on September 1st, 1937, establishing a permanent
federal responsibility for public housing in the United States.
The Act created the United States Housing Authority (USHA)
to oversee the federal housing program and channel funds via
loans and subsidies to local housing authorities, which would
be empowered to construct and oversee the housing. Given
this structure, all major public housing decisions became local

[See page 36 for endnotes.]
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Moreover, insofar as a housing policy would be codified as
permanent, it represented a direct threat to the residential real
estate market. To the extent that each was immediately involved
in residential real estate, the US Chamber of Commerce, the
National Association of Real Estate Boards (NAREB), the US
League of Building and Loans, and the National Retail Lumber
Dealers Association all came together to oppose a permanent
housing policy.3

how much would be spent on public housing, where housing
would be built, who would control and manage it. One of the
foundational disagreements—which informed many of the
others—was around the intended residents of public housing.
Would public housing be built as a working class alternative to
the failing market-based system? Or would public housing be
a supplement for those who would necessarily be left out of a
market-based system—the poorest of the poor? This particular
fault line divided two sides of the Progressive reform movement,
and came with an attendant set of questions: “where to locate...
complexes (slum sites or vacant land), what “market” would
be served (former slum dwellers or the broad-based working
class), who would implement the program (only state- chartered
authorities or a mix of state and nonstate organizations), and
how much to tax public housing (exemption from local taxation
or full payment of property taxes).”4

housing authority decisions: in particular where, if and how
to build. The Act also mandated slum clearance, and included
limitations regarding income levels of tenants and costs of
construction.

Reactions
Upon the passage of Wagner-Steagall, the New York Times
published: “America at last makes a real start toward wiping
out its city slums.” That same article, however, acknowledged
the “unwise amendments that were attached to [the Act] before
its final passage.”12 Indeed, in some interpretations, “important
elements of the proposed legislation had been compromised
away.”13
The objectionable amendments included a limit around
nonprofit and cooperative housing and the removal of a
provision for demonstration projects from Washington.
Without demonstration projects, all building decisions were to
be made by local housing authorities. While many progressives,
including Bauer, supported the idea of local empowerment,
they also bemoaned the “exclusive emphasis on local initiative,”
which opened the door to locally powerful groups blocking any
attempts to construct public housing in their communities.14,15
While local jurisdiction would prove problematic in contexts
where public housing did not get built because local authorities
simply did not want it, it would also contribute to certain
successes, as we will see in the case of NYCHA.
Other amendments were seen as more damning to the modern
housing vision of public housing. These included an amendment
mandating elimination of slum property in a numbers equal
to new units constructed, referred to as the “equivalent
elimination clause”—undoubtedly a victory for the slum reform
Progressives.16 Additionally, the Byrd amendment mandated
construction costs be kept minimal; Gail Radford calls this
part of the act “devastating.”17 Finally, the Act included general
income limits on eligibility for public housing, plus language
around renting to the “lowest income group.”18,19,20 This, too,
appeared as a triumph for the slum clearance progressives.
Together, these amendments could give the impression that the
low-cost, low-income model of public housing built in places
like Chicago and St. Louis represented the spirit of WagnerSteagall. There is some disagreement, however, about whether
such housing was made inevitable by the Act, or if it was the
Act’s implementation that led to the ultimate “downfall” of
public housing in those places it is deemed to have failed.
With respect to mandated equivalent elimination, the Act’s
provisions were largely circumvented. A deferred construction
loophole that Bauer had included in the law meant that mandated
slum clearance did not need to happen immediately. As special
assistant to USHA Director Nathan Straus, Bauer exploited
this loophole tremendously.21 By 1946, USHA reported that
28 percent of prewar projects had deferred slum clearance: only
54,000 units had been eliminated, while 165,000 had been
built. Where slum clearance prevailed, it was largely because
many local housing authorities saw slum clearance as their
primary mission.22

NYCHA: Before and After
Wagner-Steagall intersected with a New York City climate
that had an increasing number of slums, high unemployment
in the construction industry and a burgeoning public housing
sector. Tenement legislation from the turn of the century had
grandfathered in old-law tenements, and many reformers
continued to see the slums as a public health hazard. Limiteddividend experiments “had blazed the trail toward public
housing”, while the same forces pushing for federal legislation
also advocated for a local housing authority. In 1934, a bill
prepared under Mayor La Guardia passed in the State House,
establishing a public housing authority in New York City, later
to be known as NYCHA.25 Between 1934 and 1937, NYCHA
constructed projects and undertook research and vital initiatives.
During this time, however, demand also increased: uncoordinated
New Deal demolitions during the 1930s only heightened
demand for housing.26 Meanwhile, the Multiple Dwelling Law
(MDL) of 1936 further increased regulations for slum owners,
causing more to close their doors. Slums sat vacant while families
were doubled up in small tenements. This “artificially enhanced”
demand—often stimulated by NYCHA itself—was part of a
strategy to “heighten the sense of crisis” and gain public support
for further public housing construction.27
The first NYCHA project was called, aptly, First Houses: a cityfunded project that established the marketability of Housing
Authority bonds and NYCHA’s right of condemnation via
NYCHA v. Muller.28 NYCHA also built two PWA projects,
the Williamsburg Houses and the Harlem River Houses. All of
these early project suffered from high construction costs, which
prevented them from serving as “model” projects. However,
they also established important precedents around the intended
residents of New York City’s public housing.29
NYCHA established strict tenant selection practices in its early
years. For First Houses, the Authority aimed to house working
poor residents who were otherwise stuck in substandard housing,
and so used a scale that factored in income, family, employment,
present accommodations, previous residence, rent habits, and
social background to select tenants.30 This system yielded “the
cream of the poor,” including many families whose breadwinners
were skilled laborers. In 1938, policy changed to ensure that
those who were living in the worst conditions would be given
preference in gaining space in the new tenements. This, however,
did not necessarily mean preference for the poorest residents.

Building for the Poor
As explained earlier, Wagner-Steagall had specific stipulations
about housing for the lowest income residents. The first US
Housing Authority administrator, Nathan Straus, interpreted
income limits strictly, and tried to force NYCHA to comply
with his interpretation of the law.31 However, due to fears
around the self-sustainability of housing and the creation of
“perverse incentives” for residents, along with a desire for a
“self-supporting” culture, NYCHA was highly resistant to such
limits.32 While resistance to income limits was not necessarily
due to an explicit ambition to build Bauer-style “modern
housing,” this resistance nonetheless pushed New York’s public
housing in that direction. NYCHA resisted federal income limit
policies by stalling and pushing back against federal policy—
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D. Bradford Hunt argues that it was in the local enforcement
of provisions that income and rental restrictions became
prohibitive—most local authorities went above and beyond
what was required by law.23 For instance, Elizabeth Wood, the
Executive Director of the Chicago Housing Authority, sought
the lowest income tenants possible, setting income limits

significantly lower than was federally mandated.24 Contrastingly,
the New York case illustrates a housing authority that pushed
back against these same restrictions.
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sometimes with success. After a months-long back-and-forth
between NYCHA and USHA before the opening of Red Hook
Houses in 1939, the city authority was able to push back against
income provisions, such that the project resulted in 25% relief
tenancy; under Straus’s original income limits, relief tenancy
would have likely been double. This set a precedent: in 1940,
USHA agreed to use Red Hook income limits as a guideline for
subsequent projects.33
Undoubtedly, NYCHA was forced to make concessions to
the contents of the Housing Act. However, as a NYCHA
official stated in 1939, “NYCHA, when faced with arbitrary

determination from Washington, refused to proceed.” The
Authority was thus “able to convince the USHA to agree to new
limitations, which have proven satisfactory.”34

Multiple Funding Streams
New York City was uniquely positioned to push back against
USHA because it was not solely dependent on the federal
government for its funding. In 1938, New York State established
a state housing program; a city program was inaugurated shortly
thereafter. These programs came with their own rules, including
higher income limits, and their own funding streams—meaning

that NYCHA was able to chart its own course in ways other cities
could not, and making for a more diversified, resilient public
housing program. NYCHA was therefore less encumbered by
the limitations of federal legislation than were other authorities.
Vladeck City Houses, a 1940 NYCHA development built
with a combination of USHA funds and city funds, was able
to circumvent USHA’s strict income limits by segmenting its
housing: those in the Corlears Hook section, funded by the city,
were available to families with annual incomes of almost $1,956.
Those in the Vladeck Houses were under the jurisdiction of
USHA, and therefore had an income limit of “about $500
lower.” These units were then rented out at lower cost.35 These
diversified streams would prove increasingly significant as
USHA’s policies became increasingly restrictive and NYCHA
had to use alternative funding streams to achieve its goals.

Cheap Construction
On the question of cheap construction, there is little doubt that
Wagner-Steagall had some influence. Red Hook Houses, the first
development built under the Act, was built as low-cost, lowerquality housing, much like what would come to develop in the
rest of the country. However, this is less a product of the Act
than of the same forces that produced its low-cost stipulation,
including maintaining the appearance of thrift as a case for
growing the housing program. It was PWA overspending and
mismanagement that had led to the cost factors in the law in the
first place. NYCHA administrators identified the importance of
illustrating public sector economy and efficiency if they wanted
the public housing program to continue to get political and thus
financial support.
This was, moreover, trending nationwide. As the 1939 USHA
Annual Report states, “Despite the doubts of many who felt that
these . . . [construction-cost] limitations would seriously retard
the housing drive, the average room costs . . . are well below
the statutory maxima and are constantly being driven further
downward.”36

Slum Clearance
Interestingly, Straus was a proponent of vacant land construction,
as opposed to slum clearance. In this instance, there is some
role-reversal regarding the spirit of the 1937 Act, with NYCHA
Chairman Alfred Rheinstein pushing for high-cost slum clearance
projects, while Straus advocated for decentralization—enforcing
his preference by setting a maximum cost for land at $1.50 per
foot.37 Both Straus’s and Rheinstein’s arguments were primarily
economic: the former saw slum clearance as unnecessarily costly,
while the latter disfavored vacant land construction because of
what he predicted would be high infrastructural costs.
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Conclusion
Ultimately, the decentralized nature of public housing production
under Wagner-Steagall allowed for different expressions of
housing production. In the case of NYCHA, we see a powerful
local authority struggling for working-class housing against a
federal housing authority that was increasingly moving toward
the low-cost, low-quality housing projects for the very poor.
Paradoxically, the same local control that gave the PHC concern
regarding the Act was part of the saving grace of NYCHA.
That said, NYCHA was uniquely positioned at this time. It
was the single biggest local housing authority and had the state
and local support necessary for multiple funding streams—all
of which allowed it to push back against and, at times, even
ignore USHA. It is difficult to draw conclusions about what
local control might have meant for other, less prominent,
diversified, or resourced areas should their housing authorities
have attempted to build as New York’s did.
Additionally, NYCHA’s resistance did not always fall in line
with the “Modern Housing” vision of Bauer and the PHC.
While NYCHA did seek to build for the working poor, it was
also a housing authority in a dynamic state of becoming—
wherein policy changed quickly from one Chairperson to the
next, and even sometimes from one project to the next. While
in some cases NYCHA built higher-quality construction for
higher-income individuals, it also has the dubious distinction
of introducing economizing innovations like floor-skipping
elevators and doorless closets—features often used as a shorthand
for the ill-advised construction decisions in US public housing.
For this reason, it is difficult to characterize NYCHA’s housing
as consistently representing any one particular ideology or
framework.
In aggregate, however, NYCHA housing immediately before and
after Wagner-Steagall catered to the working class despite national
legislation and policy. NYCHA’s form and administration meant
that it was not overly encumbered by the restrictions of WagnerSteagall, and that meant building with a different population in
mind than many other local authorities at the time.
This indicates that Wagner-Steagall itself did not, in all cases,
represent a fate of low-cost housing for the very poor constructed
in conjunction with widespread slum clearance. Choices made
on the local level in New York City interacted with the provisions
in the Act to lead to a unique instance and implementation of
United States public housing—and these decisions would have
significant impact move forward. In the coming years, as other
city’s public housing came to crumble under the effects of high
operating costs, poor management, and shoddy construction,
NYC’s public housing would remain standing and operational.
[All images courtesy Library of Congress Prints and Photographs
Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA. New York Federal Art
Project, 1936.]

Leah Feder is a student in the Master of Urban Planning
program at Hunter College, where she focuses on the
commons and community resilience. She expects to graduate
in the spring of 2015.
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Rheinstein successfully pushed Vladeck Houses forward as
New York’s first federally-sponsored slum clearance project at a
land cost higher than Straus’s limit, and following Rheinstein’s
departure from NYCHA in 1939, NYCHA got federal approval
for slum clearance projects in South Jamaica, Bedford-Stuyvesant,
and the Navy Yard. While this hardly pushes forward the
notion that NYCHA was building in line with Bauer’s “modern
housing” vision, it does highlight that it was less the parameters
of the 1937 law than the politics and adeptness of those in
power subsequent to its passing that determined the course of
public housing. New York’s local authority—the single biggest
municipal Housing Authority in the country—was able to push
back against the federal government in order to develop housing
that met its vision and needs. When USHA would prove too

restrictive, NYCHA had alternative funding streams to turn to
in order to realize the public housing to which it aspired.

FECAL MATTERS:

Toilet troubles in india
jill ryan

“I never understood how tough and
dehumanizing life can be for some of
these squatters until I took the bus
early one day, around 6 A.M. As we
traveled down the access road along
side the Western Express Highway, I
saw a dozen men lined up, squatting
by a drainage ditch. They were spread
out a various points along the ditch. I
wondered what they were doing. Then I
noticed the buckets.
I realized then that in a country of a
billion people, in a city of 12 million,
toilets are a major issue, perhaps the
most important issue. And not just
because of the indignity of defecating
in public. Living without toilets can
be dangerous. People actually die
because of the lack of toilets. Small
boys who venture into fields to use
them as toilets are sometimes swept
away by the strong and sudden
monsoon runoff. Death is a sad
reality of life for those without proper
plumbing.”
- Robert Neuwirth, Shadow Cities1
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From a western perspective, it is nearly impossible to imagine
what life would be like without toilets. Yet, according to the
World Health Organization (WHO) for over two billion people
globally, most living in the global south, this is a daily reality.2
For citizens of the developing world, access to clean water,
toilets and sanitation are the exception rather than the rule.3
In India, the problem is complex, especially in cities, where
Peter Nunns explains that over half of the urban residents live
in slum conditions. “Actual living situations are highly diverse,
ranging from Kolkata’s pavement-dwellers to Mumbai’s chawls,
or run-down former factory housing, but one thing that most
slums have in common is a profusion of shit.”4 In fact, Alka
Pande explains, more than half of the 1.2 billion people in India
live without toilets. “They squat on roadsides, in agriculture
fields or at railway tracks and defecate in the open.”5 The lack
of sanitation and clean water in India is not a new issue. The
problem has been intensified by the influx of residents to urban
areas over the past decade. Rural-to-urban migration has caused
the proliferation of slums and informal housing across the
global south, and as a result sanitation has come back to the
forefront as a major problem. While lack of toilets is obviously
a sanitation problem, in India it has also become an issue of
politics, environment, health, and women’s safety. Toilets can
mean life or death for Indians living in informal housing. In
order to solve this complex issue, Indians need to find innovative
solutions; simply installing more toilets won’t cut it.
Toilets are a Political Issue
The issue of toilets is complicated, and it begins with politics.
Many slums are illegally built on undeveloped land, often
owned by private developers or the government. The Indian
government is hesitant to expand sewer systems and other
utilities to the slums because by doing so they are recognizing that
these informal communities are legitimate.6 The government
currently does not recognize most of the slums in India’s cities,
and this lack of government recognition creates barriers to
accessibility of basic services.7 Creating a more desirable and
permanent settlement can prove problematic for governments
and developers once they decide the occupied land is desirable
for other purposes.8 Additionally, some government officials
worry that improved slum conditions will encourage more
people to live in the already overcrowded cities.9 Nunns explains
that “funding and building public toilets is often problematic
for the same reason. When the Indian government allocated
money for toilet block construction in the 1990s, most of it
went unspent due to city governments’ disinterest in upgrading
slums.”10 Politicians often make surface level efforts to install
toilets or expand sewer systems around elections to gain votes
from slum dwellers, but ultimately the impact is insignificant.11
Nunns explains that even in the instances when the government
does install toilets they quickly become unusable as a result of
overuse and lack of cleaning or maintenance. Indian cities lack
the infrastructure necessary to maintain the number of toilets
they actually need.12 Chaplin explains that in the era of neoliberalism, “the state has been actively reducing its role in the
provision of basic services and has failed to address the widening
gap between demand and supply.”13

Toilets are a Health Issue
Disease and death are the most serious and most obvious threats
when it comes to lack of toilets in India. Open defecation and
lack of proper drainage leads to polluted water supplies which
breed bacteria and lead to the spread of diseases like cholera.
Diarrhea is a major problem in slums, and can be life-threatening,
especially in children who are the most vulnerable to water-borne
infections. The resulting dehydration and inability to absorb
nutrients from food causes many deaths in children under 5.16
The World Health Organization estimates that, globally, about
2 million people die each year due to diarrheal diseases, and that
most affected are those living in extreme conditions of poverty.17
Toilets are a Women’s Issue
In addition to health issues, women also face safety issues in the
absence of toilets. Nunns explains that because most women in
urban India work at home, they are more likely to be affected
by the lack of water and sewerage.18 Singh and Kaish explain
that the toilet problem is further deepened for women, who face
discrimination, harassment, and assault in their efforts to use
public toilets. Consequently, women often go to secluded, far
off places at early or late hours to defecate.19 It is during these
times when sexual violence is a great threat to women. Police
and social activists argue that most of the recent cases of rape of
women and girls in India’s Bihar state occur when they go out
to defecate in the open.20 The constant threat of harassment and
violence means women do not relieve themselves often, which
can cause additional health problems like bladder infections and
gastric issues.21
While it can be life threatening, open defecation is often the
only option for many women. Even in places where there are
public toilets, facilities serve far more people than they were
intended to, and money to service and clean them is practically
nonexistent.22 Public toilets are poorly maintained and have long
queues.23 Furthermore, there is a disproportionate ratio of male
toilets to female in Indian cities.24 According to the Times of
India, in New Delhi for example, there are 3,712 public toilets
for men, and only 269 for women.25 Even if women are willing
to wait and use the dirty restrooms, they are often charged a fee.
“The toilet fees might be considered nominal, ranging from 2
to 5 rupees (about 4 to 9 cents). Yet in India, the poverty line is
so low that the government recently defined the urban poor as
those living on less than 29 rupees a day.”26 The cost to use the
public toilets is beyond the means of most urban slum dwellers.
Solving the Toilet Issue Requires Innovative Solutions
The World Health Organization states that “providing access to
sufficient quantities of safe water, the provision of facilities for
a sanitary disposal of excreta, and introducing sound hygiene
behaviors are of capital importance to reduce the burden of
disease caused by these risk factors.”27 But how does one begin

to solve the complex issue of toilets in India and the rest of the
global south?
The Indian State currently relies mostly on crisis intervention
to solve the growing health and environmental issues that result
from the failure to provide adequate sanitation to residents in
cities.28 In response, NGOs, charitable trusts, and agencies from
around the world have started to take notice and intervene. The
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, for example, believes that
“solving the sanitation challenge in the developing world will
require radically new innovations that are deployable on a large
scale.”29 To do this they are calling on the scientific community
to submit new ideas and innovations for toilets. One such design
is by a company called Eram Scientific Solutions. They have
developed and installed self-cleaning public toilets in Mumbai
controlled remotely by computer. Advertising on the outside of
the small stalls covers the expenses for upkeep, and users pay a
small fee to use the self-operating toilets which recycle water, and
clean up after each use.30 A simple internet search will quickly
pull up dozens of other organizations including water.org,
UNICEF, and Wateraid who are focused on raising awareness,
providing access to clean water, health education, and toilets in
cities and rural areas all over India. While outside organizations
can bring much needed resources and attention to communities
struggling with sanitation, their solutions and involvement may
not be sustainable in the long-term, and often they do not truly
meet the needs of slum dwellers.31

Conclusion
In India, the lack of toilets has become an issue of politics,
environment, health, and women’s safety. While the Indian
government and international organizations have come to
recognize that the lack of toilets can be life threatening for
Indians living in informal communities, their attempts to solve
this complex problem by simply installing more toilets have
been largely unsuccessful. Often, informal communities are not
officially recognized by the government, and not understood
by the scientific community and charitable organizations.
The realities of life in India’s slums are best understood by the
slum dwellers themselves. Residents and local community
organizations are the real experts when it comes to solving
India’s toilet troubles. Community-owned efforts for innovative
ideas and sustainable solutions can have a lasting impact. More
importantly, they can serve as a catalyst for larger systematic
changes. As Nunns puts it “if the politics of shit is a way for
slum-dwellers to ‘place some distance between their waste and
themselves’—both literally and figuratively—it is also a way for
them to claim the right to live in the city.”36 Community driven
toilet block construction can be the first step in transforming
seemingly powerless slum-dwellers into active agents for change.

Rather than relying on outside experts, recent partnerships
between communities, local NGOs, and governments in Indian
cities have proven to be successful by recognizing that the true
experts on toilets are the slum dwellers themselves. Taking matters
into their own hands, an Alliance between three organizations
in India—Society for the Promotion of Area Resource Centres
(SPARC), the National Slum-Dwellers Federation (NSDF),
and Mahila Milan—has been making major strides across
India using new design elements and slum dweller input and
labor. The Alliance began their work when they won a contract
to build 320 toilet blocks with 6,400 seats throughout Pune.
As a result, in a 3-year period from 1999-2001, more toilets
were constructed and more money spent than in the previous
30 years. Equally important, the new toilets were designed and
constructed by slum residents, “resulting in lower building costs
and several important architectural innovations.”32 The SPARC
website explains: “Community-built toilets work because they
are affordable, and stay well-maintained because families have
a stake in the process and pool resources to pay for a caretaker.
These community-led sanitation projects provide desperatelyneeded, clean and safe sanitation facilities, improving health,
productivity, safety, and quality of life.”33
Community designed, built, and managed toilet blocks are
an affordable and manageable model that can be recreated
throughout Indian cities.34 Direct participation by communities
in a successful toilet block project can serve a catalyst for deeper
community engagement. Chaplin explains that slum dwellers’
participation in this process results in improved construction
and management skills, which in turn improves their incomeearning ability. But more importantly, she adds that it “has also
empowered many slum dwellers, and women in particular, to
have the confidence to deal with government agencies. This
empowerment of the urban poor has the potential to improve
their capacity to make demands upon the state to provide them
with basic urban services.”35

Jill Ryan is a student in the Urban Affairs Program at Hunter
College, and currently works as the Senior Grants Manager at
Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC). She has gained a
newfound appreciation for indoor plumbing as a result of this
essay. Jill expects to graduate in December 2014.

[See page 37 for endnotes.]
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Toilets are an Environmental Issue
As a result of inadequate water systems, slum dwellers produce
massive amounts of waste. Open defecation results in
contaminated water supplies. Singh and Kaish explain: “With
no proper drains, waste water collects on roads and in low lying
slums areas. The slums are flooded with waste water which
becomes the breeding ground for mosquitoes and flies.”14 India’s

large population puts major strains on the existing water supply,
much of which is lost each day as a result of leaky pipes. Slum
residents tap into the system illegally or install pumps, which
often suck contaminants from the surrounding soil. When
additional water lines are added, and more homes are connected
to them, the government often fails to install the necessary
sewage treatment facilities. As a result, many residents end up
flushing untreated sewage into the nearest creek, making the
less sophisticated system even more dangerous.15 The resulting
sewage from “improved” water systems can have detrimental
effects on the environment and health.

Studio Spotlight: queens tech

Studio Spotlight: Beyond
Reslilience

Long island city
queens, NY

CLIENT: Coalition for Queens

CLIENT: Rockaway Wildfire

PROFESSOR: Tom Angotti, Kelly Anderson

PROFESSOR: Professor Richard Bass
TEACHING ASSISTANT: Matthew Bissen
Planning Students:

Idan Amit, Mallory Baker, Aaron Fraint, Frank Futia,
David Gaul, Lauren George, Emily Laskodi, Ryan
Mayers,Andrew Ogulnik, Gustavo Orduz, James
Rigert, Alexander Schaefer, Charles Yu
New York City has long been revered as the financial capital of the
world. However, particularly in the last few decades, turbulence
in the financial services sector has demonstrated a need to
safeguard New York City’s economy through diversification.
Enter the tech industry—a fast growing sector that can diversify
the city’s economy, protect against finance job decline and use
existing assets: a young, well-educated workforce, available
commercial space and investment capital. Tech is blooming in
Lower Manhattan and neighborhoods of Brooklyn - why not in
Queens?
Working with Coalition for Queens (C4Q), a non-profit
working to bring the tech industry to Western Queens, the
studio looked at zoning, transportation, economic development,
infrastructure, non-profit management, tech, policy analysis,
and more.

Rockaway
Queens, NY

We analyzed existing conditions and trends to identify assets,
challenges, and opportunities to the development of a tech
sector in Western Queens. Initial barriers include:
•
•
•

Lack of office space that is affordable to tech companies on
a startup budget, a need for additional commercial fiber
internet connections
Addressing issues associated with an existing population
that is vulnerable to displacement due to increasing housing
cost
Looking at how to engage uninviting and unsafe streetscapes
and under-utilized public spaces

Our recommendations focus on addressing the above-referenced
issues, in addition to incorporating the future population impact
of Cornell University’s tech campus to be built on Roosevelt
Island in the coming years:
•

•
•
•

Create economic development incentives to provide shorter
commercial lease terms, redevelop the existing industrial/
manufacturing space, develop fiber-optics and wide-spread
internet connections, and provide funding up-front for tech
endeavors
Increase transportation connectivity between Queens,
increase ferry stops between Manhattan, Roosevelt Island
and Western Queens
Implement placemaking projects to encourage active
engagement along commercial corridors
Continue to engage elected officials and promote
coordination with community organizations
•
Explore
zoning
regulations to encourage
retail and Class C office
space competitive with
residential space

Planning Students:

Sheldon Baker, Sam Chodoff,
Homer Hill, Carl Leighty, Annabelle
Meunier, Sylvia Morse, Samir Patel,
Jake Rubinsky, Natsumi Yokura
Media Students:

Teodora Altomare, Patricia GonzálezRamírez, Marta Zukowski
The devastation wrought by Superstorm Sandy in October 2012
focused a great deal of attention on the Rockaway Peninsula
in New York City. Pictures of debris-strewn streets, collapsed
houses, and shattered boardwalks ran alongside human-interest
stories of courage and fortitude in the face of disaster. These
stories entered the national and regional consciousness forcefully,
but fleetingly, and without context. What is Rockaway like, and
what issues have faced its residents before and since the storm?
What has the storm and recovery revealed about local issues,
politics, policies, and planning? What do residents and local
organizations want and need? How do these issues differ across
neighborhoods and racial and social groups?
The goal of our studio has not been to create a written plan,
but to use media and film to create accessible documents that
move beyond post-Sandy news coverage to explore the deep and
lasting impacts of racial and social divisions and injustices that
are endemic on the peninsula, and to highlight opportunities for
residents to shape the future of the Rockaways.

Our work is focused on three aspects of the community:
Arverne East and Community Benefits Agreements
Arverne East is the largest city-owned vacant lot in New York
City, and one that has sat unoccupied since the Urban Renewal
projects of the 1960s. It is in an area that has one of the lowest
Area Median Incomes in the city, an area that is still struggling to
regain basic services and relief more than a year after Hurricane
Sandy.
In 2012, the city approved Bluestone Developers’ proposal to
build a large-scale real estate development on the Arverne East
lot. In October 2013, Bluestone released a plan for the vacant

Employment
Rockaway residents need employment. Unemployment statistics
show this on paper, and individuals repeat it in person. Especially
on the eastern half of the peninsula, the unemployment rate is
high and the labor force participation rate is low; those who are
employed often travel farther to work than people elsewhere in
the city; and the area median income is among the lowest in the
city. But residents are working to change the status quo. People
are founding businesses where they can, starting co-ops, and using
the momentum created by the strong community response to
Sandy to create opportunities.
Public Housing
More than 10,000 Rockaway residents live in public housing
operated by the New York City Housing Authority, which is
concentrated on the eastern end of the peninsula. Like all of
Rockaway, public housing was damaged by Sandy. Public housing
was already in disrepair before the storm, however, and existing
problems like water infiltration and mold and inconsistent heat
and hot water were made even worse by the flooding and the
housing authority’s inadequate response to repair needs. Residents
are also struggling with unemployment, lack of social services
and activities—particularly for youth, public safety concerns,
and a poor police-community relationship.
Community
leaders including tenant association members and other resident
organizers are working to address these issues at various scales,
from resident members and staff of the Redfern community center
working to secure capital funding for playground renovations
through Participatory Budgeting, to tenant association leaders
and other resident organizers working to bring together residents
from across Rockaway developments to form a strong, broad base
to advocate for long-term improvements. These efforts to organize
residents are challenged by a sense of frustration
and cynicism that is common among residents, as
well as the everyday struggles of many residents to
secure and maintain work. Activists also confront
problems of poor communication with and lack of
information from the housing authority. Seeking
to build on the social unity among residents seen
after Sandy, and to demand the attention of the
new mayoral administration, resident leaders
are coming together to strategize ways overcome
these challenges and improve public housing
conditions in Rockaway.
33
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lot which will include 1500 units of mixed housing types, a
boardwalk, natural storm parks and commercial uses. But it is
not immediately clear to nearby residents that this proposed
development is in the best interests of their community. Our
client, Rockaway Wildfire, a small grassroots organization that
grew out of Occupy Sandy, is working to form a diverse coalition
of Rockaways groups and ordinary residents in order to exact
concessions from the developers of Arverne East by way of a
robust Community Benefits Agreement (CBA).

endnotes

Studio Spotlight: At HOME in
BROWNSVILLE
CLIENT: Community Board 16 Economic

Development Committee

PROFESSOR: Ralph Blessing

the incompatibility of neoliberalism
with public works
1
Office, U. S. (2012). Commuter Rail: Potential Impacts and
Cost Estimates for the Cancelled Hudson River Tunnel Project.

Brownsville
Brooklyn, NY

2

3
Egalitarian Liberalism is guided by Keynesian economic
model, where the state intervened to provide greater equity for
Americans including access to housing, and education etc.

Planning Students:

Craig Baerwald, Jacob Bogitsh, Mia Brezin,
Erin Coombs, Rhonda-Lee Davis, Alcia
Hall, Prudence Katze, Jessica Lax, Sarah
Meier-Zimbler, Tariqua Morrison, Juan
Carlos Quiridumbay, and Yasmine Robinson
The primary focus of the Brownsville Public Housing studio is
the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) public housing
contained within a study area bounded by East New York Avenue
on the north, Junius Street on the east, Livonia Avenue on the
south, and Rockaway Avenue on the west. Within the study area
are ten superblocks serving as sites for NYCHA multi-family
buildings and supporting community facilities and open spaces.
These complex provide over 6,700 units of affordable housing.
Public housing in Brownsville is a community asset as it provides
affordable housing for low income populations. However, these
developments have also become concentrated pockets of poverty
rife with administrative neglect.

Ibid.

4
It should be noted that Neoliberalism and Postmodernism
are often used interchangeably. For the purposes of this paper, I
will refer to the period of 1973 to present as the Neoliberal era.
5
Hackworth, J. (2006). The Neoliberal City: Governance,
Ideology, and Development. Cornell University Press.

Physical Planning
• Foster connectivity on NYCHA campuses by removing
obstructions, improving wayfinding, and re-establishing
street grid
• Improve subway connections by improving connection
between 3 and L trains, improving walkability to Broadway
Junction and making subways ADA accessible
• Rezone to encourage a continuous retail corridor and
increase residential density
• Foster development on underutilized lots

The Brownsville studio is concerned with barriers brought on by
the structure and management of NYCHA as well as physical
conditions and overall community livability.
The studio mission is therefore improving the public housing of
Brownsville to create a more livable community. To this extent,
we recommend providing better community services, reforming
management of the public housing, and improving the physical
environment. While our proposal focuses on the public housing,
we believe that this will greatly benefit all Brownsville residents.
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NYCHA Structure and Organization
• Restructure and decentralize NYCHA structure
• Promote various rent structures
• Reduce contractual services by increasing residential
employment
• Improve public perception of NYCHA through a City-wide
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Policing Vision Zero:
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The conversation planners aren’t having
SYLVIA MORSE

New York City mayor Bill de Blasio started his new job
with a bold, seemingly uncontroversial policy priority: end
traffic fatalities. His proposed Vision Zero, which emphasizes
pedestrian safety, seeks to prevent traffic accidents through
new street designs and infrastructure, reduced speed limits,
and stronger traffic enforcement. The plan has been widely
embraced by urban planners and pedestrian and bicyclist
advocates,1 but raised alarm among groups concerned with
how the policing component will affect neighborhoods and
people of color.2 What underlies this concern, and should
planners be paying attention?

Fear and mistrust of police. Aggressive police practices lead to
poor community-police relations. People become less likely to
cooperate with police investigations; people also become skeptical
of the intent and ability of police to protect them. In particular,
uneven enforcement and surveillance across neighborhoods and
demographic groups may increase perceptions of the city and
police as discriminatory.
Changes in who uses neighborhood spaces, and how. New York City
has a history of policing particular groups or activities seen as
threatening to the quality of life or safety in public spaces, from
the squeegee men of lower Manhattan to subway panhandlers.9
Advocacy groups like New Yorkers Against Bratton have pointed
to connections between these policies and gentrification, looking
also to recent examples like Los Angeles, where the police, guided
by Bratton, targeted the homeless in the city’s rapidly developing
downtown. While researchers have been unable to establish a
clear link between policing and neighborhood change, the
perception that law enforcement policy is shaped as part of a
strategy to support real estate development and demographic
changes runs deep in gentrifying communities.10

The policing of low-level offenses is at the center of debates
about crime and social justice.3 Minor misdemeanors, like
hopping a turnstile, panhandling, and drinking on a park
bench, are often targeted by police departments as essential
public safety and quality of life issues. Current New York
Police Department Commissioner Bill Bratton and other
proponents of this approach, commonly known as the “broken
windows” theory of policing, argue that such enforcement
reduces crime not only by deterring similar offenses but
also by creating opportunities for police to identify people
who might have committed more serious crimes.4 Critics
point out that these practices disproportionately affect the
poor and people of color, and argue that they do not reduce
crime.5 Ramping up enforcement of traffic infractions like
jaywalking or failure to signal, opponents argue, will only
expand the scope of discriminatory and invasive “broken
windows” practices.6

While Vision Zero and any related police enforcement have not
yet been implemented, social justice advocates are concerned
by recent NYPD data that shows arrests for panhandling and
other low-level offenses are up under Bratton, and by anecdotal
reports of jaywalking crackdowns and police checkpoints in
poor neighborhoods.11
Planners, by and large, are not having these conversations about
policing related to Vision Zero. The impact of incarceration and
policing on racial, social, and economic inequality, however,
should concern planners committed to social justice. And the
fact that some people feel alienated or even threatened by Vision
Zero should give pause to those attempting to build a broad,
inclusive base for transportation planning and safety. What
might these debates and policies look like if planners expanded
the conversation? What will they look like if we do not?

Police reform activists cite the detrimental social impacts of
aggressive criminalization and policing of minor infractions,
including:
Increased arrest and incarceration rates, which contribute to
poverty and inequality. Rising incarceration rates in the U.S
have been linked to aggressive enforcement of nonviolent
felony offenses, primarily drug crimes, as well as misdemeanors
and even non-criminal behaviors like “furtive movements”7
through stop, question and frisk tactics. These police
practices are typically targeted at black and Latino people,
especially men, at rates that far exceed their representation in
the population. Mass incarceration has been linked to a cycle
of poverty, and to racial socioeconomic disparities.8 Many
activists and community members aware of the detrimental
impacts of the criminal justice system, through data or
personal experience, thus argue against policing as a solution
to social problems.
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